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PREFACE
Edgar ,t.11an Foe wrote forty-three critical reviews
of novels during the period 1_835 to 1848 that he was
associated with the variou: literary journals in the East.
And, although his best known critical works concern them-
selves with the tale and with poetry, his statements
regarding the novel are of sufficient quantity to merit
scholarly research. Yet investigation of tne major biblio-
graphic sources reveals this 1- 7) be not at all the case.
Thus, this thesis snail endeavor to place some substance
in the void of scholarship concerning Poe's criticism lf
the novel with the hope that this substance might provide
ample material for additional scholarship and the eventual
filling of the void.
INTRODUCTION
It is felt that to begin in media res would not best
serve the purpose of this paper. It would seem more pro-
fitable to develop a suitable foundation, the purpose of
which would be to illuminate and add depth to Edgar Poe's
criticism of the novel. Thus this survey will consider
Poe's reputation as a reviewer, the demeanor of criticism
.crior to and contemporary with Poe, the complexion of the
novel slightly before and during the first half of the nine-
teenth century, the critical ideologies pre-existing Poe
which contributed to his critical principles, his critical
principles at large and his reviews of novels as they
evinced a theory of the novel, and, finally, his own attempt
at a novel, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, as it
serves to examine the consistency of his theory in practice.
Because the student of American literature is gener-
ally acquainted with Poe's biography, this paper will pur-
posely avoid lengthy discussion of pure biographical matter.
There will be, however, sections in this study which will
presuppose a knowledge, on the reader's pert, of Poe's
familiarity with the language and the literature of ancient
Greece and ome, and Df his career as an editor and contri-
butor to several contemporary journals. Thus, to insure
the reader of having cognizance of these presuppositions,
1
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end at the same time to keep the body of the paper free
from the tedium of unessential biographical details, these
presuppositions will be dealt with briefly in this
introduction.
Edgar Poe was born on January 19, 1809, to David
and Elizabeth Arnold Poe, both of whom acted profession-
ally in the major cities of the East. Both parents died in
1811. It was not unusual at that time for complete stran-
gers to take in an orphan, and so, John Allan, a wealthy
Scottish merchant residing in Richmond, welcomed young Poe
into the family.1
John Allan had business to attend to in England in
1815. The Allan family accompanied him and Edgar was enrol-
led at an academy in Scotland where several months were
spent enduring the strict discipline and medieval traditions
of the school.2 In 1816 Edgar was placed at a school in
Stoke Newington, a London suburb, where he lied during the
week under the watchful eye of the headmaster, the Rev. Dr.
Bransby. Under the direction of Dr. Bransby Poe gained
some ability to read French and Latin (pp. 10-13). The
1John H. Ingram, Edgar Allan Poe: His Life, Letters.,
end Oninions (New York: AMS Press, Inc., 19657771). 4-7.
Because tnis work will supply much of the information con-
tained within this introduction, the usual footnote will be
avoided in favor of indicating the page number within the
text. All other sources will be noted in the usual manner.
2
Allen Herver, Israfel: The Life and Times of Edgar 
Allen Poe (New York: Farrar and Rinehart, Inc., 193V),
i5 775775.
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Allans returned to America in 1821. Edgar spent the first
few months considering the art of writing poetry--in fact,
much of 7amerlane and Other Poems was written during this
time. In 1E22 Alan had Poe placed in a Richmond academy
in which great emphasis was placed on a classical learning.
John Preston, a fellow pupil of Poe's at the academy,
attests that Poe excelled at French and Latin and that his
fondness for the Odes of Horace manifested itself in his
reciting of them for pleasure (pp. 15-20).
In 1826, at the age of eighteen, Poe entered the
University of Virginia. He was enrolled in the schools of
Ancient and Modern Languages and attended lectures on Latin,
Greek, French, Spanish, and Italian. His former schoolmates
have reported that he WEIS among the best of the French and
Latin scholars. He was, in fact, generally successful at
the university and probably would not have felt inclined to
leave were it not for gambling debts he had incurred and
his unrequited courtship of Elmira Royster (pp. 35-43).
In early 1527 Poe left Richmond for Boston and joined
the army. While stationed at Fort Independence in Boston
Harbor, he made the acquaintance of Calvin Thomas, a local
printer, resulting in the appearance of a forty-page pam-
phlet entitled Tamerlane and Other Poems) After two years
in the army Poe again sought higher education. Allan used
his influence to secure a discharge for Poe and an appointment
3William Bittner, Poe A Biography (Boston: Little,
Brown end Company, 1962), pp.-17-49.
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to the military academy at West Point. He quickly found
the academy's atmosphere not to his liking and quit after
a few months (pp. 65-74). He journeyed to New York where,
in 1831, a collection entitled Poems was published in
which was contained his first published critical statement,
4the "Letter to B---.,t 
Poe's whereabouts from 1831 to 1833 is a matter of
conjecture. Poe himself says that he spent that time in
Europe participating in the Greek war for independence, but
there is no evidence to bear him out on this and many scho-
lars believe his European jaunt to be a fabrication. At
any rate, nothing is heard from Poe from the time of his
1831 collection of poems until the autumn of 1833 when the
Saturday Visitor, a weekly literary journal published 4 n
Baltimore, offered a prize of 100 dollars and 50 dollars
respectively for the best story and best poem submitted.
Poe selected six of his tales and sent them to the editors
of the Saturda,y Visitor. The editors were tremendously
excited about all of Poe's stories, indicating that the most
difficult decision to make with regard to the contest was
which of Poe's tales to select. They finally decided upon
the MS. Found In A Bottle which won not only the contest for
Poe, but also a greet deal of recognition from the editor
and readers of the journal. Poe suddenly found his name
widely known in literary circles and consequently he gained
friends end opportunities in the literary world (pp. 67-69).
1-1 Ibid.gi pp. 1.4-79.
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In 18314 the southern Literary Messenger,-" a publica-
tion which Was to become closely connected with Poe's
success, was started in Richmond. Poe's new friends encour-
aged him to submit material to this journal. During 1834
and 1835 Poe published a number of tales and poems in the
Messenger. Thomas White, the publisher of the Messenger, was
quite pleased with the response his magazine was getting with
regard to Poe's contributions, and he therefore sought the
services of the young writer on a full time basis. In
August, 1835 Poe was hired to assist in editorial duties and
by December he had assumed the editorship. Due to Poe's
skillful managing and contributions, the magazine's circula-
tion increased from 700 copies to 5000 copies in a mere
twelve months. Poe held the post of editor of the M-ssenger
until 1837 during which time he published many of his own
stories and began his reputation as a literary critic through
reviews and critical essays published therein (pp. 92-105).
The January, 1S37 Messenger, the last under Poe's
editorship, contained the first part of The Narrative or
Arthur Gordon Pvm. The second part appeared in the following
issue, after Poe had left Richmond. His reason for leaving
was simple: White was not paying him enough money. He had
by this time marl-led and was not receiving ample remuneration
to support himself and his wife (pp. 114-115). In 1838
Arthur Gordon Pym was published in book form. Though it met
Hereafter the Southern Literary Messenger will be
referred to as the Mersenrer.
6
with little success in America, it was highly successful
in England where it went through several editions (p. 119).
In 1839 Poe assumed the editorship of Burton's
Gentleman's Magazine in which he soon published the "Fall
of the House of Usher" and numerous critical works (pp. 127-
130). In 1840 Poe published a volume entitled Tales of the
Grotesque and Arabesque, contributed critical articles to
Alexander's Weekly Messenger, began the installments of "The
Journal of Julius Rodman" in the Gentleman's Magazine, and
wrote a critique of Moore's "Alciphron" (also in the Gentle-
man's Magazine) in which he discussed his views on "fancy"
and "imagination". His association with Burton ended
abruptly in 1840 when a dispute arose concerning an alleged
debt owed Mr. Burton. After his departure from the staff
of the Gentleman's Magazine Poe attempted to fulfill an
ambition to organize his own magazine. He called upon his
friends to aid him in the proposed Penn Magazine but was
forced to abandon the project for lack of funds (pp. 132-
145).
Burton's Gentleman's Magazine was purchased by Mr.
Graham late in 1840. Realizing that the success of the
Gentleman's Magazine was very much the result of its former
editor, Graham sought and secured the services of Poe as
editor of the new Graham's Magazine. During the next two
years Graham's circulation increased from 5,000 to over
50,000 copies due to Poe's "daring critiques, his analytical
essays, and his weird stories." (pp. 146-147).
7
e had never abandoned his ambition to head nis own
magazine, so in 1843 he left Graham's with the intention of
starting a magazine to be called The Stylus. Unfortunately
he again faced the difficult task of soliciting sufficient
funds and The Stylus did not become a reality. In tile mean-
time he won a 100 dollar prize in a contest run by The
Dollar newspaper for his tale "The Gold Bug," wrote reviews
for J. R. Lowell's The Pioneer and for Graham's, and trans-
lated innumerable French essays and tales for the New York
New Mirror. In fact most of 1843 and 1844 were spent writ-
iig for the publishers of periodicals found Poe's
reviews to be the products of his pen evoking the most
reader response (pp. 193-200).
In 1844 Poe moved to New York to become the sub-editor
of the Evening Mirror in which he published critiques and,
in January, 1845, "The Haven." New York became his residence
for a considerable 'period of time, although he did not
remain in the employ of the Evening Mirror for long. He
joined the staff of the Broadway Journal in July as assis-
tant editor and remained with this journal for severtl
yec_rs, rising from assistant editor to editor and en-
tunny to proprietor. During this time he continued primar-
ily the writing of critiques--the exceptions being a volume
of tales in 1845 and his lengtny philosophical essay "Eureka"
in 1848. "Eureka" was the last ma:or work he published.
The preceding biographical material was selected to
point out tw,) basic facts to the reader: first, that Poe's
8
education provided him with at least some knowledge of
Greek, Latin, and French, and their respective literatures;
secondly, that despite the relatively short length of his
literary career he managed to produce a sizeable body of
material of which, though he wrote many tales and poems,
literary criticism--in the form of essays and reviews--
most demanded the attention of his pen.
CHAPTER I
THE CRITICAL MILIEU OF EDGAR ALLAN POE
This chapter will investigate the literary environ-
ment into which Poe entered as a critic. Its design will
be to note Poe's varied reputation as a literary critic, to
provide a brief sketch of the state of literary criticism
shortly before and contemporary with his activity on the
literary scene, to examine the novel as it existed during
this same period, and to consider the ideas, the men, and
the institutions influential in determining the direction
and complexion of Poe's critical principles.
Poe's Reputation As A Literary Critic 
Poe scholar Killia Campbell maintains that it was
as a critic that Poe was best known to his contemporaries
in America,
I 
and Joseph Wood Krutch points out that while
it WAS in Urope that Poe's first real prominence as
writer of tales was attained, in his own country he was
thought of primarily as a book-reviewer and editor'.2
1Killis Campbell, The Mind of Poe and Other Studies
(Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1937T, P. 54
2
Joseph Wood Krutch, Ed;-ar Allan Foe, A Stuo_y in
Genius (New York: Alfred A. Knopf, 1926p. 21t4.
9
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Poe's reputation as literary critic is varied. Many
of those whose works were the target for Poe's critiques,
or those whose sentimental favorites came under attack from
his scathing pen, were ouick to derogate his worth as a
critic, or even as a human being. But those who have been
either large enough to transcend the pettiness of effrontery
by Poe's critical opinions or fortunate enough to have the
protection of time from Poe's biting pen regard Poe as the
first legitimate critic produced in America. He is seen
as the first American critic to develop and maintain
rigorous criteria, along analytical lines, to which litera-
ture must be subjected) If Poe at times offended his
readers' testes or made en occasional error in judgment, it
was not out of a desire to be eccentric but an effort
to curb the tendency of the Americans to overrate or
overpraise their own books, and at the same time he is
fignting a rear-guard action against the over-inflation
of British reputa;tions and the British injustice to
American writers .4
Poe, as a literary critic, excited a good deal of
attention on the American literary scene, for he represented
a drastic change in the complexion of American criticism.
The literary criticism of his predecessors and his contem-
poraries in America were little more than flowers of praise
intended to aid the publishers' sales. Poe deviated from
3George Snell, "First of the New Critics,"
Review of Literatore, II (19116), 10. 33.
4Edmund d;ion, "Poe as a Literary Critic, Nation,
CLV (October 31, 1942), PP. 452-453.
Coarterly
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this practice to become far more analytical tnan any otr;L•
American critic had been. He became quite impressed with
the rigors of good British criticism and its peculiar
analytical approach.
Edmund Wilson, a modern scholar, sees Poe as having
great skill as a literary critic, placing him in such
company as T. S. Eliot and George Bernard Shaw. Wilson
states that,
Poe as a critic has points of resemblance both with
Eliot and with Shaw. He deals vigorously and boldly
with books as they come into his hands. .and manages
to be arresting about works of no interest; he con-
stantly insists, as Eliot does, OD attempting. . .to
formulate general principles. His literary articles
and lectures, in fact, surely constitute the most
remarkable body of criticism ever produced in the
United States.°
And in another work, Wilson pays Poe the honor of beir- g
indispensable to the Symbolist Movement in France:
Poels critical writings provided the first scriptures
of the Symbolist Movement, for be had formulated what
amounted to a new literary programme which corrected
the Romantic looseness and lopped away the Romantic
extravagance, at the same time that it aimed not at
Naturalistic, but at ultra-Eomantic effett13.1
Poe scholar George Snell has seen fit to pay homage
to the genius of Foe's criticism saying that as a critic
5Robert L. Hough, Literary Criticism of Ed sr Allan 
Poe (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, lb 5), PP. xi:
xiii. The matter of Poe's interest in British criticism,
its sources and influence on his own critical principles,
will be discussed at length later in this chapter.
1453.
6
Edmund Wilson, "Poe as a Literary Critic," pp. 14c,-
--(Edmund Wilson, Axel's Castle (New York: Charles
Scribner's 1'331), p. 12.
041,3,ZE
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it is the power of rationality as well as the clinical
approach which give Poe pre-eminence. His attempt to
synthesize irreconcilables suggested the apothegm of
"unity of effect" at all costs; end his sharply deduc-
tive mental processes fixed themselves in a mold that
makes Poe's criticism, as a whole, the most consecutive
in the annals of literature.'
There were those among Poe's contemporaries who real-
ized his stature as a critic, as evinced by an article in
the American Review (1652) which awarded him the distinction
of being the foremost American critic of his time." And
later, an article in tne Edinburgh Review (January, 1910)
states that for his tales end his reviews Foe is better
known in England and on the continent than any other of
his countrymen, end that his works are more likely to be
found on out of the way Italian nr German bookshelves then
many great European writers.
10
Poe's reputation as a literary critic has not every-
where or at all times been as impecable as the preceding
sources would seem to imply. Poe's criticism incurred the
wrath and undying hostility of many of the leading literary
figures of the time. Edmund Wilson says that Poe's irre-
verent observations on the works of such icons of New
England literati as Emerson, Longfellow, and William Ellery
Channing "seems to have worked against the acceptance of
-Geo:-.ge Snell, "First of the New Critics," quarterly
eview of Literature, II (1946), P. 337.
'Hough, L'terarv Criticism of Poe, pp. xii-xiii.
I°"Edgar Allan The," (Anonymous), Edinburgh Review,
CCXI (January, 191C), pp. 207-209.
-
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nis crlticism." It was Emerson whc, when the matter of a
piece of criticism Poe had done on Channing came into a
conversation, labled him contemptuously "'the jingle-man.'"
The New England prejudice against Poe was given duration
"by the bad reputation that had been given him by Griswold's
mendacious memoir." This prejudice still exists to some
extent. We are reminded that Poe's criticism is "spiteful
and pretentious," and that Poe was a drunkard and a debtor.11
Poe's negative reputation as a reviewer (as a human
being for that matter) plummets to incredible depths in
this remarkably hostile review of the 1657 edition of his
works:
Edgar Allan Poe was incontestably one of the most worth-
less persons of whom we have any record in tne world of
letters. Many authors have been as idle; many as impro-
vident; some as drunken and disipated; and a few perhaps
as treachercus and ungrateful; but be seems to have
succeeded in attracting and combining, in his own person,
all the floating vices which genius had hitherto shown
itself capable of grasping in its widest and most
eccentric orbit, 12
This reviewer, having tasted blood, continues to attack Poe
with great lustt
To say the truth, we do not estimate nis powers as a
critic very highly. His essays on criticism were, we
imagine, written on the spur of the moment, without
sufficient consideration, and were more than sufficiently
imbued with those prejudices with which he was so apt,
we are told, to view the works of contemporary writers.13
11Edmund Wilson, "Poe as a Literary Critic," p. 452.
1211Edgar Allan Poe," (Anonymous), Edinburgh Review,
Vol. 107 (April, 1858), p. 419.
131b1d., p. 441.
is obvious, as has been previously stated, that
Poe' reputation as a literary critic is varied. Most
modern scholars, however, concur that Edgar Poe was the
first critic in America to subject literature to any rigid
set of criteria.
The State of Criticism During the Late Eighteenth
and Early ::ineteenth Centuries
George De Mille says that for all practical purposes
literary criticism in America had its birth with the North
American Review in lei. Prior to that time Brockden Brown
and Joseph Dennie had done some critical work, but it was
largely unimportant and uninfluential. The North American
Review was begun in Boston as a reaction to wnat scholars
in and around Harvard considered the British arroganco of
the Edinburgh Review. Most of the critical work was penned
by its editor William Tudor and represented an American
bias and arrogance to equal the British. It devoted its
pages to attsckL, on the Edinburgh Review, the proceedings
of the American Acsdemy of Arts and Sciences, occasional
sermons, and constant pleas for a native American litera-
ture unbound to British models. The only British poets it
considered were Byron, Campbell, Wordsworth, and Scott. The
only British novelists considered were Scott and Edgeworth.
14
lh
rGeorge E. De Mille, Literary Criticism in America
(New York: Russell end Russell, 1931) pp. 17-22. A glance
at the North American Review will bear out De Mille's con-
tention that ttougt the NorthAmerican" was a beginning,
it was a long way from being truly critical. For instance,
Volume X, 1620 indicates tnnt the North American Review h,,.(.1
15
Norman Foerster, in his book American Criticism,
begins his discussion with Poe and gives no more than one
sentence in this opening chapter to American critics and
criticism prior to Edgar Poe. "They [tele entire ot of
American critics preceeding Poe] judged in accordance with
petty provincial instincts instead of sovereign reason."15
little to say relative to criticism. The table of contents
indicates articles on the reformation of criminals, comput-
ing the path of a comet, commerce and navigation of the
Black Sea, and sermons by Buckminster. The nearest thing to
criticism is a review of An Appeal from the Judgements of
Great Britain Respectirla the United States of America by
Robert Walsh, Jr. However, upon perusal, it shows itself to
be little more than a spiteful snarl at British literary
journals. Another example of the sort of criticism to be
found in the North American Review is an article in Volume
XXXI entitled—"TOiTe of British Criticism." It shows itself
to be anglophobic as it accuses the Edinburgh Review,
Blackwood's, and the ‘..uarterly Review of bullying Americans,
to indiscriminately lavishes praise on such Americas_ as
Cooper, Franklin, and Channing, and defends American letters
by attacking the smallness of England's island.
15Norman Foerster, American Criticism (New York:
Russell and Russell, Inc., 1962), p. 4. Foerster's dismissal
of American criticism preceeding Poe is given some credence
by the Literary History of the United States, ed. by Robert
E. Spiller and others (New York: The Macmillan Company,
1946), pp. 35-36. It notes the existence of several early
journals rThe Pennaslvania Magazine; or American Monthly 
Museum,, Philadelphia, 1775, the United States Magazine,
Philadelphia, 1779, which introduced Phillip Freneau to the
public, the Columbian Magazine, Philadelphia, 1766-1792) and
an essay by Phillip Preneau entitled "Advise to Authors,'
but it points out, agreeing with Foerster's opinion, that
these journals and early critical statements confined them-
selves to decrying the imitation of foreign themes and models
in order to achieve a literary as well as political indepen-
dence. As an additional substantiation of the contention
that criticism per se did not exist in America prior to Poe,
Cnarles Evans' American Bibliography (14 vols.; New York:
Peter Smith, 1941) indicates tnat the only work published
in criticism prior to 1500 (the most recent date in the
series) was a 1790 American edition of an Edinburgh publica-
tion on MacPherson's "Ossian."
lb
In England tne state of criticism was far different.
E.4 the turn of the nineteenth century the English and
German iiomantic Movements were well under way. Toe germi-
nal critical statement of the brothers Schlegel (August
and Friedrich), Des Athenaeum (1798-1800), had initiated
the movement in Germany as did Wordsworth's and Coleridge's
Lyrical Ballads (1798), with its critical preface in 1802,
in England. Coleridge was well acquainted with the litera-
ture and the philosophical movements in Germany as well as
the Platonic tradition which stood behind the Germans. He
in turn influenced Wordsworth, Hazlitt, and later Carlyle.16
Saintsbury contends that criticism in England from
1830 to 1860 can be divided into three main divisions:
The great bend of periodical critics, mostly Romat4cic
in tendency, of whom Coleridge is the generalissimo
and Hazlitt the rather mutinous Chief of Staff. Then
come the mighty pair of Carlyle and Macaulay; and then
a rear-guard of more or less interesting minor and
transition persons.1 7
The Romantic Movement and the development of period-
ical literature in nineteenth century England gave rise to
a new era of criticism in which critical works, many of
them exnibiting a tendency for the Romantic, were placed
before an increasingly large audience which would become
Rene Wellek, -A History of Modern Criticism: 1750-
1950 (4 Vols.; New Haven: Yale University Press, 1955), II
pp. 1-2.
17'George Saintsbury, A History of Criticism (3 Vols.;
New York: Dodd, Mead, and Company, 190b), III, p. 472.
17
influenced by these periodicals. The Edinburgh iteview 
was founded in 1802. Its founder and editor for some
years was Francis Oeffrey whose critical doctrines and
tastes are reflected in the magazine. The Ckuarterly 
Review was founded in 1509 and enjoyed the editorship of
several notable English men of letters including Scott
end Southey. Blackwood's Edinburgh Magazine was founded
in 1617 and boasted as two of its frequent contributors
John Gibson Locknart and James Hogg. Another of the more
successful (though short-lived) literary journals was the
London MaKazine (founded in 1820) to which Lamb and
Deuincy contributed some of their best critical efforts.
16
The Novel During the Late Eighteenth and
Early Nineteenth Centuries
As Alexander Cowie has pointed out, a market for the
English novel was well established in America early in the
eighteenth century. Benjamin Franklin was responsible for
introducing Robinson 'Crusoe to the bookstalls in 1734 and
he i3sued a printing of Richardson's Pamela in 17440
Fielding/s Joseph Andrews was available in Philadelphia
by 1744. As the popularity of fiction increased in AmericA
so did the number of books exported to tbe colonles, 80
that by the 1770's the Vicar of Wakefield (Goldsmith),
Sentimental journey (Sterne), and Smolletts' Humphrey 
16
Raymond M. Alden, Critical Essass of the Early
!;:neteenth Century (New York: Cnaries Scribner's Sons,
1921.-1, pp.
.111ftwv.110
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Clinker were almost as popular in America as they were in
England. These books created an appetite for fiction
which must eventually result in the appearance of American
novelists. Before 1820 America had produced ninety novels,
but of these, only those of Brockden Brown, Cooper, and
a few others achieved any real stature.19 It remained for
England to supply the majority of the novels read both at
home and abroad.
The English novel during the period immediately pre-
ceding and contemporary with Poe's professional life can
be divided into three recognizable types: the Gothic novel,
marked by an overshadowing propensity for gloom and terror
and exemplified by works such as Horace Walpole's Castle 
at, Otranto, Ann Radcliffe's The Mysteries of Udolpho,
Matthew Gregory Lewis' The Monk, William Godwin's Caleb 
Williams, and Mary Shelley's Frankenstein:20 the novels
of manners, typified by the novels of Jane Austin (Sense and
Sensibility, Pride and Prejudice, Emma, Persuasion) which
depict men and women in their personal relationships, going
about "the dreary intercourse of daily life," and coming
into contact with and reacting to moral issues;21 and the
19
Alexander Cowie, The Rise of the American Novel
(New York: American Book Company, M41377. p. L.
20
Albert C. Baugh, gen. ed., A Literary Histou of
England, Book IV: The Nineteenth Century end After (17F7-
1919), by Samuel C. Chew and Fichard D. Altick—(IT York:
APPleton, Century, Crofts, Inc., 1949), pp. 1192-1198.
21Ibid., pp. 1200-1206.
.4.
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historical novel, a type in which "history, romance,
scenery, folklore, and humor are blended as they had
never been before in prose fiction, and best represented
by the novels of Walter Scott (Waverly, The Heart of
Midlothian, Ivanhoe).22
This last type, the historical novel, was sur:ect
to extensive imitation once Walter Scott made available
.. !,uch setisfectory pattern, 23 and many of these imita-
tions of Scott's historical novels comprise the bulk of
materiel reviewed by ECger Foe. Among the authors whom
Foe cites as imitators of Scott are Edward Lytton Bulwer,
G. F. R. James, W. H. Ainsworth, and Captain Frederick
Marryat.
One of Charles Dickens  novels, Bernaby Rude. _s
reviewed by Poe as were a number of his tales. Dickens
experienced immediate popularity with his novels from the
time of his Sketches by Boz (1836) to his later novels
David Copperfield and Great Exnectations. Dickens'novels
represented the combination of "urbanized Gothic devices"
with the historics1.24
22
d., pp. 1207-1212.
21'Ernest A. Baker, History cf the English Novel,
Vol. VIII: From the Brontes to Mereditn: nomanticism in
the EnRlish Novel—TE Idols.; London: H. F. and G. V:itherby
Ltd., 1936), p. o2.
245
auE7h, LiterErv History of England. PP. 1314-130.
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The Men, The Ideas, And The Institutions 
influencirig the Development of
ioe's Critical Principles 
In attempting to explore the possible sources Poe
might nave been exposed to in the gathering together of
his own peculiar critical position, it would prove valu-
able to consider the readings be did as a student, both
in che United States and in Europe. Somewhere in the
course of his readings he must surely have come in contact
with classical appraisals of art for, as Robert Jacobs
points out,
tAe riomanticism in Foe's theory is more patent than
real. If we examine the total mass of his achieve-
men. . .we shall find implicit within the body of
his criticism an essentially classic world view wnich
affirms he limitation of men and the supremacy of
nature.27
J. P. Pritchard feels that because Foe's brief
Scottish education stemmed from medieval tradition be would
have learned Latin, and that this early exposure to Latin
must surely have involved Horace and his Ars Foetica.
Pritchard also feels that they both agree that the success
of the poe is, in part, dependent upon his ability to
choose a suitable theme and that a major Horatian influence
2 
;Robert D. Jacobs, "Poe and the Agrarian Critics,"in Southern Renascence, ed. Louis D. Roberts and Robert D.Jacoos (Baltimore: The Johns Hopkins Press, 1953) p. 35.Altbough there appears to be no scholarship to support thiscontention, Poe, the Romantic, would seem to be essentiallyNeoclassical in method—notably in his "Philosophy of
Composition," which, in its carefully organized developmentof a Romantic theme, exhibits a Neoclassical approach topoetry.
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is sho*n through 2oe's concern for consonance of action
and speech in characterization. Pritchard's example is
Foe's essay on Charles Fenno Hoffman in which Poe says
"'The author has erred. . .in putting into the mouth of
the narrator language and sentiments above the nature of
man Indian.' 26
While the fact that a five year old child spent a
few months in a Scottish school hardly seems sufficient
evidence to assert a knowledge of the Ars Poetica, and
Poe's concern for consonance of action and speech in
characterization could just have well come from another
source (Aristotle says in the Poetics that characters
should be appropriate--"it is not appropriate in a female
Charac erto be manly or clever"--and consistent throughout),27
Pritchard is probably correct in assuming that Poe was fam-
iliar with Horace. John H. Ingram, a Poe biographer, has
pointed out that while under the tutelage of Dr. Bransby,
Poe did gain a satisfactory knowledge of Latin, and that
during his short association with the University of Virginia
be excelled among his classmates at Latin and French trans-
lation (see Introduction). It would seem highly unlikely
that a fair Latin scholar would not have, at one time or
another, come into contact with Horace. In addition, if
26J. F. Pritchard, "Horace and Edgar Allen Poe," The
Clasricel Weexiv, Vol. XXVI (March, 1933) pp. 129-133.
27
Aristotle De Poetics 145ba.
,104V,
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Poe, while a student at the University of Virginia, read
the books on the prescribed reading list of that institu-
tion he would have read some Horace, Cicero's Epistles,
Virgil's Georgics, the Annals of Tacitus, and selections
from Terence, Plautus, and .;uvenal.28
Killis Campbell finds in Poe's writings evidence
that would suggest at least an acquaintance with several
of the major Greek philosophers and dramatists among whom
are homer, Sophocles, Aeschylus, Euripedes, Demosthenes,
Plato, and Aristotle.29 Campbell's findings are given
additional credence by the knowledge that
A list of Greek authors appears in the Southern 
Literary Messenger in 1836. It is signed "P" and
gives information concerning the titles and numbers
of works extant of Greek writers beginning with
Homer. A second list, citing editions of the clessics
"fittest to enter a literary collection of the Roman
and Greek authors" also appears in the Southern 
Literary Messenger of the same year. Poe bad, without
a doubt, called for the compiling of this list, since
a letter indicating that it was in answer to the
editor's request prefaces the article..30
The amount of Platonic thought emerging in the crit-
ical principles of Edgar Poe is not great, but it is signi-
ficant. An instance of this Platonic thought can be seen
in Poe's remark, from the "Poetic Principle," that "in
regard to Passion, alas its tendency is to degrade, rather
28
Killis Campbell, "Poe's headings," University of
Texas in English, V (1925) p. 191.
29Ibid., p. 192.
30MarKaret klterton, Origins of Poe's Critical Theory
(New York: Russell and Russell, inc., 19o), pp. 100-107.
mow. — • pe.
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1than elevqte the Soul.
n3 More than twenty centuries before
Poe's comment on "Passion," Plato, in an attack leveled at
the position poetry held in Greece, maintained tnat passion
impeded the course of reason and that it "fed" and "watered"
the emotions rather than starved them.32
Far greater than that of Plato is the influence of
Aristotle on Poe's critical principles. In another excerpt
from the "Poetic Principle," Poe writes
An immortal instinct, deep within the spirit of man,
is. . .plainly, a sense of the beautiful. Tbis it is
which administers to uis delight in the manifold forms,
and sounds, and odours, and colours, and sentiments
amid which he exists. And just as the lily is repeated
in the lake, or the eyes of Amaryllis in the mirror, so
is the mere oral or written repetition of these forms,
sounds, and colours, and odours, and sentiments, a
duplicate source of delight. But this mere repetition
is not poetry. Be who shall simply. . .sing of the
sights, and sounds, and odours, and colours, and senti-
ments which greet him in common with all mankind- he. . .
has failed yet to prove his divine title. There is still
a something in the distance which he has been unable to
attain. We have still a thirst unquenchable to allay,
which he has not shown us in the immortal springs. This
thirst belongs to the immortality of Man. It is at
once a consequence and an indication of his perennial
existence. It is the desire of the moth for the star.
It is no mere appreciation of the Beauty before us--
but a wild effort to reach the Beauty above. Inspired
by an ecstatic prescience of the glories beyond the
grave, we struggle, by multiform combinations among the
things and thoughts of Time, to attain a portion of
tnat Lovliness who very elements, perhaps, appertain
to eternity alone.)-7
31Robert L. Hough, Literary Criticism of Edgar Allan
Foe (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1965), p. 55.
32
Wqlter Jackson Bates, ed., Criticism: The Major
Texts (New York: Harcourt, Brace, and 7732),
1-774—T.
33Hough, Literary Criticism of Edar Allan Poe, p. 39.
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This statement by Poe suggests tnat be, like Aristotle,
believes that poetry, as well as nature, takes on form
and meaning in accordance with certain universal princi-
ples. Aristotle mPintained, furthermore, that
Poetry. . .although it imitates concrete nature. .
does not imitate just the concrete. In fact, its
focal point of interest--the process of which it is
trying to offer a duplicate or counterpart--is form 
shaping, guiding, and developing the concrete into
a unified meaning and completeness. Tne word "form"
he-e  applies to the direction something would take
if it were permitted to carry itself out to its final
culmination.)4
That is, Aristotle sees art in a state of becoming towards
ultimate perfection, towards the quintessence of its form.
It would appear tnat Poe believes the same thing, for he
says he who merely imitates just the concrete in nature is
not a poet. The poet strives to order the "multiform
combinations among the things and thoughts of Time" in an
effort to reach the same quintessence, struggling in the
same state of becoming.
Again indicating Aristotelian influence Poe expresses
the concept, in the "Poetic Principle," that truth in
artistic presentation is restricted by the effect necessary
for artistic expression. He believes truth to be important,
but that it must be limited, for it could place too severe
a restriction on the act--thus denuding it of its artistry.
"The demands of truth are severe. She has no sympathy with
34Bates, Criticism: The Me 4or Texts, pp. 114-1_5.
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Poe's pr..,nourcment on truth in poetry
has prece:'.ents in these quotations fr.)--, Aristotle:
T
to
tre rr,fTt's :-.es-...ription be cr11.17.zed ES
tnEt the ob:ect our,ht3ne may urge perhaps
me:
..e!.e.
cgain, tne purposes of poetry a convincing impos-
sibiliLy tr.efer&t]e to an ,:nc_nv:7 ross'ollit-;. '3°
. t';;ZI r tne
e_Pmenrs -f a trage..ly is me c.c.- , Lt:
tne incidents of the . .it ;s tne sct:;n in
it, i.e., its Fable or Plot, tnat is the ena end purpose of
the traget3."37 He says also tnat
to be beautiful, a living creature, end every whole
made up of parts, must not only present a certain
order in its arrangement of parts, but also be of a
certain definite inegnitude. Beauty is a matter of
size end order, and therefore impossible either (1)
in a very minute creature, since our perception
becomes indistinct as it approaches instantaneity;
or (2) in a creature of vast size--one, say, 1,000
miles long--as in that case, instead of the object
being seen all at once, the unity and wholeness of
it is lost to the beholder. Just as in the same way,
then, as a beautiful whole made up of partp, or a
beautiful living creature, must be of some size, but
35-.cough, Literary Cr or  of ,Edgar Ab.an roe, P. 3E.
36,
r  *Ica 14606,
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a size to oe taker ia by tne ee, a story or plot
must be of f.-e eçctn, bJt of a ien ts_- be
• •• -
*hr,- a r- • • in--•
tne unity resuitities from ;:lot, is far more
intene than iz c7,na E:nertEins tc) a
F.
"F2E zne rig: a,:t_tion
If any literar work is too loLg Lo be read at one
sittins, we 7.1t.:ot be content to dispen.7c with tUe
im7nensely irlportant effect derivable from unity of
impression--for, if two sittings be required, the
affairs of tne world interfere, and everything like
totality is et once destroyed. . . It appears evi-
dent. . .that there is a distinct limit, as regards
length, to aii works of literary art--the limit of
a single sitting.40
:
Moving to another area of influence upon Foe's crit-
ical principles, one finds evidence to support the conten-
tion that he was very mucn influenced by his readings of
periodical literature. ,:empbell maintains that because
Poe's reading in his adul; life was restricted t.7
1a.
39/-lou7h, Literar:; Critfcism of Edger AllAn Poe, p. 19.
"Ibid., n. 23.
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notes Poe
H72me tPe
  Post. 141
ref,-
Lne
: . . e
! foreign
files.- in ..17;g, - - hin of tne
Sour 1: - 71 ne reviews fr1:771
conter., ' . .it car 1.:e seen_ttia7
he was :72 cr.'ticsm.42
Althou0) Foe was liar with many of the
F3ritish periodicals of the time, it was probably with
.;1ackwoodls that he was most fa-.11iar, and 21ackwp,dte no
doubt offered suggestions to i-ce with regard to both sub-
"ect matter and technique.43 -'here are several themes upon
which both Poe ar the writers in iilackwood agree. One of
these is the idea of "coupling beauty with disease," the
41Kil1is Campbell, "Pce's heading," University of
Texas Studies in Enlish V (i25). p. 1u8.
Alterton, Cri.-Irs of ?cc's Critical
Tne ,ry Lire f .t'ress,
pp. 7-1_1. Kiliis 2a - nbe1l, in nind of Poe arid Other 
f.JtPle:, agrees tnal Poe was incepted to the bri'..isn reviewers.
113Alterton, Orlrin.e of  Critical Ther)rv, p. 13.
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This influence, according to
,ltert--,n, was an indirect one, coming by way of Blackwood's
- ale writers who wEre made aware of the Schlegels' critical
opinions wnen Mr. B'ackwood furnished the funds for
Lockhart (a no-elist on the Blackwood staff) to go to
Germany in order to translate Fredrich Schlegel's Lectures 
on the History of Literature. Walter Scott, who was a
frequent contributor to tlackwood's, knew of August
Scniegel and depended on his Lectures on Dramatic Art and
Literaa:-e f'.,)r his 'Essay on tne :::rama" which appeared
in tne fourth throf7n the eighth editIc:ns of the Encyclopedia
4
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Britennica. The-e are, in aedition, inaicatiJns that tne
critics writin.7, fr Blackwood's, as well as those writing
for the Ej:nbargn Review and tne ;'uarterly Review, were
acquainte ..7tn - -e crit!cal apers of the 7n]F- p7e'7.
-
7)rinco1e of effect wnich mai:Ita:ned that the object of
the drama is to produce an impression or an effect upon
the nccie ePr.•7ib:e of 7!omm!,..-
critics.] acr. :%etncu _r1
part of tne writer t_ pr,ysiuoe ir"Dression. ''
Poe's encounter with agust Scnlegel in the pvges of
ultimately led to his considering the unity
:f effect t2 be the principle most deserving of tne artist's
attention. One might assume that Poe's concern for effect
went beyond Blackwood's to Schlegel's Lectures on Dramatic
Art and Literature, which intensified this concern and
gave him an understanding of the essential features of the
rame.46
45
Ibid., pp. 31-32.
46Alterton, Oriins of Poets Critical Theory, pp. 6e-
69. Albert J. Lubell qualifies Alterton's belief tnat Poe
went beyond Blackwood in "Poe and A. W. Schlegel," J.E.G.P.,
vol. 52 (January, 1953), pp. 1-12: "in those germinal ideas
which constitute Poets philosophy of literary art. . .Schle-
gel's influence upon the American was of paramount importance
. . .If there 3t an:i doubt that Poe knew the 1815 translation
of tne Lectures" there can be little doubt that he knew the
1840 edition with the introduction by R. H. Horne. For Poe,
in a review of a poem by Horne, com-ents on the excellence
of his introduction to the Lectures.
•:••
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Poe seems to aaree with Schlegel that unity is not
dependent, as Aristotle maintains, on a sequence of con-
nected events alone, nor is unity acnieved, as Corneille
seen it, thr:JL-h relationship of cause and effect--
though cause ana effect is necessary for logical coher-
ence. Schlegel feels that if this causal sequence becomes
the sought after unity, it is at the expense of effect, and
tne possiti of excellence is greatly diminished. How-
ever, if toe scugnt after unity in the drama is the gtt:cr-
1.;1  of all events under one point of view so that this
conception of unity involves the idea of the whole, then
toe effect is greatly increased.47
Poe is also indebted to Schlegel for the belief
"that while logical coherence in an argument is essent-al
for forcing conviction, it is still not the main point of
tne writer's art." Poe indicates that the singularness of
the argument, the understanding of "all the details under
ohc head, the connecting of all parts into one whole, in
short, the unity of piece, is the sole and rightful means
of producing effect."45
That Poe, in both his creative and critical writing,
was influenced by Samuel Taylor Coleridge is a matter gener-
ally agreed upon by scholars. One can scarcely read an
article concerning the development of Poe's art or his
47
Alterton, Origins of Poe's Critical Theory, p. 76.
48 Ibid., p. 70.
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critIcal approach without finding lengthy mention bf
Coleridge. This association between Poe and Coleridge
is most generally attributed to the latter's critical
statements in his Biograpnia Literaria.
Floyd Stovall believes that Poe was ambitious to
establish himself as a critic and as a literary leader
in the United States, and that he realized that to do so
he must familiarize himself with the literature and
thought of communities outside of mid-nineteenth century
America. However, he was a journalist with the typical
journalist's bias for the contemporary, besides having,
due to his duties as an editor and critic, little time to
peruse the literature of the past. He therefore looked
for shortcuts (encyclopedias, handbooks, and the like)
to provide himself with an acquaintance with past litera-
ture and literary thought.
Coleridge's Biographia Literaria was to him a treasure,
for it contained not only a digest of an entire school
of philosophy and criticism, but also made reference
to a variety of sourcpg to which he might not otherwise
have been introduced.4'
Another Poe scholar, Marvin Laser, agrees with
Stovall completely. He feels there can be little doubt
4 9 ,rloyd Stovall, "Poe's Debt to Coleridge," Univer-sity, of Texas Studies in English X (1530), pp. 72-73.
Hobert L. nough, in the preface to his collection of Poe'scritical essays (Literary Criticism of EdcTar Allan Poe,
Lincoln, Neb., 15b5, pp. xxi-xxiii.) agrees with Stovall onthe matter of Poe's seeking outside the United States forhis critical ideas. Hough says that Poe became impressed
with the rigors of analytical, Pritich criticism which ledhim to Coleridrs:e who was responsible for much of Poe'scritical opinion!..
-,nat i'oe was deci.'ly Inf—le.ceo by tie Blographia -iterarla.
Ee says :ha - "F e'o aestnetic doctrine, in its earliest
t, 1et,has lceg bee.) rown to have been indebtea
.7;:d tnat m,)--iy critics fee.
ae.Lnet it ws- t:-.ouh tee
fc.rrer that tre iatte was to Sch1e7;e1,
. tO be 'mostly
sei:-Fet7 zns:. tne Litera provided Poe
ith ample cm--;unition in the battle for a "transplanted
and thPt fro% tne Biogrannia 1.,iteraria ne
obtained many Ideas concerning the "imagination.*- Floyd
Stovall agrees, suggesting tnat Poe derived the distinction
between "imagination" and "fancy" from Coleridge and, for
50Marvin Laser, "The Growth and Structure of Poe's
Concept of Beauty," A Journal of English Literary History 
XV (1945), pp. 69-84. imile few critics disagree that both
Coleridge and Schlegel were important to the formulation of
his critical theory, Floyd Stovall, in "Poe's Debt to
Coleridge" (see above note) pp. b0-81, says that the critics
do disagree as to who led who to whom first. Schlegel's
Lectures on Dramatic Art and Literature was translated into
English in 1611, giving Poe the opportunity to have read
either first. Furthermore, says Stovall, both Coleridge
and Schlegel held many ideas in common, so when there leas
appear in Foe it is impossible to determine to whom he is
indebted.
51Geor7e Snell, "First of the New Critics," Quarterly 
F.eview of ,iterature, II (19L-6), p. 336.
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the most part, appro -,-ed of this distinction.52
Altertor c:-ncurs with Sneli on the matter
-)r Foe's teir:17 !_ndebted -o CidFefc.r his
_
??
Tht •f.r '
i hold to he r.e prlmc
.erceptlin, and as a
.f the or
":.cwevcr, tont at a
later date Foe WbS wiliing to give such a supreme position
to the • 4nation," or that ne agreed witn Coleridge's
distinction between the "fancy" and the "imagination, is
another matter. For Coleridg-2
Repeated meditations led me first to suspect. . .
that fancy and imagination were two distinct and
widely different faculties, instead of being. . .two
names with one meaninF, or. . .the lower and higher
degree of same power.'4
52
Stovall, "Poe's Debt to Coleridge," p. 73.
53
iterton, Origins of Poets Critical Theory., p. 104.
Altertun indicates that the review of Draxeis Cu] rit Fay 
is to be found in The Messenger, Vol. 2 (1835), p. 329.
--SaLcuel Taylor Coleridge, Bioaraphia Literaria 
(London: George Bell and Sons, 1905), p. L.
:
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while Poe, in i6L5, maintained tnat
The fahcy as nearly creates as tne imagination, and
neither at all. Novel conceptions are merely unusua_
combinations. :ne mind of an car. imE,gine noting
: - - ' — ' _  C
not „:-.1.y t cc the
critical lind ma -,ured, a mol'e -ristoteiian concept of tne
zne ation" dues n.-ct create.
C
'seccn..;.arj
imarznatn." secpndary, says Cc,leridge,
7 c.cslrler as ar. echo of tne former, co-existin with
the cynscious will. . .it dissolves, diffuses, dissi-
pates, in order to re-create. . .it struggles to
idealize and to unify.5b
Wnile Poe agrees sa5.ing,
The pure Imagination chooses. . .only the most combin-
able things hitherto uncombined;--the compound as a
general rule, partaking (in character) of sublimity
or beauty, in the ratio of the respective sublimity
or beauty of the things combined--which are themselves
to be considered as atomic--that is to say, as
previous combinations.57
Poe shows additional influence by Coleridge 4.n that
It was Coleridge who led Poe to the early decision that
55Houch, Literary Criticism of Edgar Allan Poe, p.14.
56•Joleridr,e,  rranhie Literaria, p. 144.
57
Hc,ugh, Llterar.li Crit:Icism of Edgar_ Allan Poe, p. l.
pleasure, not truth, is the aim of Poetry. - But more
Important for our purposes here would be the amount to
Thleridze iermlped Poe 's concepti,t,n of the func-
r.e ::717:^. Foe. 2ike Ccrce, l'elt that critics
7,?ncr<
mce i. cour:76 would be the establiznmept ana application
cT'a r1T - - -:u7 pf critical principles. Foe also, like
_ _ 
7L3.7 Foa sT::a - erioee o _ i_ie on ts that of
cefec,,, a Colerice, while he
-omit :'elt that the
critic should place the empres' of his review on the
beauty contaired within the w?rk. Poe on the ott.er hand
felt that the beauty could speak for itself while the
critic's main concern should be pointing out the weaknesses
and errors in judgment and in technical matters within a
or k.
Poe was very much concerned with the matter of
'verisimilitude," particularly in his critical reviews of
novels. The very term "verisimilitude" brings to mind
Coleridge and this important statement from Biograrhia 
-aria:
- Laser, "The Growth and Structure of Foe's Concept
p. 69.
C, 's Debt to Colcridcc," p. '1C0-102.
3,=
my endeavours [relative to the planning of the ,vricsi 
Ballads1 should be directed to persons and cnarecter::
sunerna"tural, or' at least romantic; yet so as to trans-
fer from our inward nature a human interest and a
semblance cf truth sufficie:- t to 7,-,,core fr-7, these
of 1cticn cf
belief for ccn r ,r'fc7.
_DL;Th e :f
tude as 'the most vitally impc-tant point in fiction' he
meant the kind of accuracy which leads to Coleridge's
oisrelef,'"(:
n's B--
nostility t.-,werd W,.:ds.,:orth for wborr. Ne avowed to "nave nc
:aith in. . .Tnat rr had in 1-- -ath the feelings of a poet
believe. . trfy neve tne appearance of a better da -,
rf-o'::Foted."62 Hcwcver, at some period during the devel,---
ment cf sophistication in his critical tastes, Poe must
oave had some admiration for the thoughts and writings of
Wordsworth, for Alterton indicates that he was indebted,
some extent, to the famous Romantic poet:
His [Poets] early announcement that popularity is no
test of literary merit bears a striking resemblance
to Wordsworth's long discussion of the subject in
his essay "Poetry as a Study," for he took Wordsworth's
Coleridge, Biogracnla Literaria, p. 145.
61
Hough, Literary Criticism of Edgar Allan Poe, p.
xxii. The term 'verisimilitude- seems to have first been
applied to Coleridge by Keats in a letter to his brothers
George and Thomas dated December 21, 27, 1817.
62
Fdr,ar Allan Poe, "Letter to Mr. B--," in Tne Works 
of Edgar Allen Foe (1 vol.; New York: Waiter O. Kuck,
Inc., 1q27T7-5.773.
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oc'ssi'cle tnet the so-c=:11ed Chr3stian
s€-r..er. v31. 2, 2:c-)
stc, y Chr.istian phc end in
ano ner - r.ece refers :Thr7tian philes:,r.7.ny as the
!)11 philosop les.'"-- Alterton explains the
indeboedness of Poe to the Christian phi:osopners as a
Platter of -heir having, as die ,,ristotle, "explained to
Foe the principle of unity in the sense of an unchanging
law".
Christian philosophers argue that God is the only
creatinf: power in existence. They conceive of the
Supreme Being as governing the universe according tc
unchanging law, an idea which they explain with more
or less elaboration in disc ions on the intentions
of the Deity, cn his premeditated design, on divine
law seen in terrestrial and astronomical adaptations,
terton, Origins of Foe's 'tics' Theory,
(. 1 •
-Snell, "First of the w Critics," p. 333.
Orir4 rs of Fee's Critical Theory, p. 112.
Fy "C,-ristien nhilosopher5" Foe ano AlLerton in an proba-
:; intend Atainas, Anselr, and AuFe2stinc though they do
not ind:cate specifically whom they intend.
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and on reciprocity between cause and effect. In their
opinicn, the more one increases his scientific know-
ledge of the universe, the deeper will be bis compre-
hension of the Maker's marvellous plan, and the deeper
will be his aipreciation of the Deity's power and
Foe expresses a cognizance of the principle of unity inherent
to Christian philosophy when he says in his article "The
Classics" (Messenger, vol. 2, P. 231), he "'who has trained
his mind in Christian philosophy can understand how nature
manifests God's unvarying law.'" He reaffirms this recog-
nition in his review of Drake's Culprit Fay when he says
To look upwards. . .from any existence, material or
immaterial, to its design, is, perhaps, the most
direct and the most unerring method of attaining 8,7
just notion of the nature of the existence itself.°'
There is every reason to suspect that Foe was keenly
interested in the rationale of logic, both as it increased
the tight order of his critical writings and as it supple-
mented his rational approach to the universe. Vincent
Buranelli says that Poe's committment to reason augmented
his ability to know the truth and bound him to the world
of reality despite the fantastic nature of his art. Poe's
knowledge of logic, says Buranelli, was limited to what
he found in the standard text of the period, John Stuart
Mill's System of Logic. 68
66Ib1d., p. 115.
67 
p. 118.
68 "
Vincent Buraneili, Edger Allan Poe (New haven:
College and University l'rerzi, 1(7u1)7-717: L-57.
:Curs SJ77-,7CF!..t.:(Althit
'ri ficgic arid util'e!:
pf..1 
• •
"-
2: iaw
ar.d., in
2nrae-
. devote!: atre:tion, tL,e :-zecond cnaptEr
of ner work, to a mass of correspondence oevetn Poe and
William Wirt, American statesman and Attorney General from
1817 to 1828, whose advice Poe sought on matters pertaining
to botn the legal profession and to literature, in this
correspondence Wirt refers frequently to Chief Justice
Yarshall as an authority on matters both legal ana literary.
According to Alterton, Pee sees in both Marshall and Wirt
"a consistent working of reason with imagination. Both
illustrate, he [Poe] says, the 'entire compatability of
sJon a love for elegant literature with severe logic and
closenEss of thc,er'ht. 7°
4 1 •
70
bid. r
Orirrins of :)e's Critical Thec,•., pp. Lô-
Patric?: uir h..:':cates that mtny crItics have
tha's a re:-.r-h for :ce's t',onular'r.y in
tha.: ne phrsEed, .c--
:1!". cert, lry. Thf,
war ennleEne with tne iceas of Se lt:Fe_ who in turi
;as somewnat idetted the eighteenth cet'..ry FrenL:h.
'nth of ma:erial ama.7sed
this, cater has 7rovided a suitate survey of Poe's
critical for it was from this milieu tnat Poe syn-
tnesied and supplemented the literary opinions that were
to evince themselves in his critical reviews of novels.
Poe's reputation as a critic, the demeanor cf criticism
and the complexion of the novel during the time of his
prolificacy as a critic, and the ideological influences
upon his critical principles should all illuminate the
substance of the next chapter: the critical statements
contained within Poe's reviews of novels.
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Patrick C,u:nn, The French Face of Edgar Allan Poe
(Carbondale: Southern Illinois University Press, pp-
32-37. The positility that Poe came under the influence
of eighteenth century French scholars seems 'less surprising
if one considers tne known fact that Poe has been cited fc.r
his ability at translating the French. (See Introduction).
The possibility that Poe may have been influenced 1.1y Eoileau
athls considerable weignt to the contention that, while
romantic in tnee, he was iecclessical in method.
7.- —
HI122EN THZOI
tne r. is
7 ':t.= 1.7'7 rot lie exclue:y
its -Lwe- Effer.:t" c3u_a "con7tl,7ute a meaningful
Poe himself
*v.e cannot bring ourselves to believe tnat less act:
ability is required in the composition of a really
good "brief article' than in a fashionable article of
the usual dimensions. The novel certainly requires
wnat is denomonated rsic] a sustained effort--out this
is a matter of mere ereseverande, and has but a colla-
teral relation to talent. On tne other nand--unity of
effect, a quality not easily appreciated or comprehended
by 2n ordinary mind, and a desideratum difficult of
attainment, even by those who can conceive it--is
indispensable in the "brief article," and not so in
the common novel. The latter, if admired at all, is
-Robert L. Hougb, Literary Criticism of Edgar Allan 
Poe (l,incoln: University of Nebraska Press, l937)7p. xxi.
One is reminded here of Pce's remark in his "Philosophy of
Composition" (The Complete Works of Edgar Allan Poe, ed.
JEMCS A. Harrison, XIV [hew York: Thomas Y. Crowell End
Co., 196:-:] p. l96):
"If any literary work is too acng to be read at one :1:-
ting, we must be content to dispense with the immense:
important effect derivable from unity of impression--
if two sittings be required, tne affairs of the
world interfere, and everything like totality is at
once destroyed."
•
. . referehces
r•cf'e:.,--cc to r,„- ny
I: f •
f27.
- 7 ,710 7h.e
•
1=e2
tie high serise of
is sure Lo te v:,rting; for, however. .
" 171 itE".Lf be the IttY.tv of te nove -I, it must
cf appreciation.3
While Poe considered the novel generally inferior
c)-47 cunr:bercome length, he was compelled, af,; a
_actar Allan Poe, The Comnlet-e Works of Edgar Allan
by James A. Harrison, IX (I:ew York: --Thomas Y.
cr.l cc., 1902), p. L6. Henceforth the James A.
edition of Poe's works will be referred to as
• followed by the appropriate volume and page design-_
a - ..
pp. 121-122. In an earlier review of c
'eni, The Last of the 7ribur.e7), Poe paid
n: -n c‘ompiime'tt, but expressed his contempt for
•:-- -
him as a nove_,Is ---a point of '.1e4 cyceedini:1:-
_ rah.le (if we hold to the ccmn,rn acceptatio:, of
vel') for a proper conter.nlation cf his gen'ut-7--
:-c- nsurpassed by any writer livir (r seao."
VIII, pp. 22.).-223.)
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professi,:nai revewet., cnicier at :7:7t; length rnae
rvelc intr -. ,c..:?ei to nireteentn century readers.
le!.tritinp, a critical lei7ec :-. pEwned hy
s_
tc. which t:le n-vel must ee
_ew of Cherie:- barn;
r- - , "1
, .
e re 1 7 ;7)22 
sse -lrd for eva:ecting,
ratner, that novels snould be sub-
:€ scretin‘ of 'cr -7tical precepts." Fee sees
L. a novel which has recognized certain rules
of ce-17ocitich End at the sarne time achieved popular:ty:
The vast popularity of "Barnaby Hadge" must be
regarded less as the measure of its value, than as
the legitimate and inevitable result of certain,
well-understood critipal principles reduced by
genius into practice.4
Though Poe himself considered the tale a more satis-
factory vehicle fcr fiction, he discussed in his crioical
eeview7 those "critical precepts" which must be kept in
view by the writer if his work were to be a critical success.
?rom these discu...:::onL:. of the sought-after elements In the
4
I
neve' it te in: a tneeey eft:t: uje r
re7e.- Tnu: tncee :er will ex-inc
reviE,;-7s ef n ve_f - eeleee an eneee_
zenenie zee, ceer :ill ce to cr.:-
r
Inteeese, eee te f. e2ee feeei tne reeerreeee t
•
nes bee t9 serve
for all of Poe's reviews because it
eypical in le -:n (nineteen bai7es),7 in met3dc,1ogy (Poe
52espite the fact that Poe did not, in any one volume,
nronounce his the: of the novel, the inference of such a
:neery is legitimeee because of his consistent concern in
hi c critical reviews for the proper handling of plot, char-
::ter, diction, aed sub:ect matter. While his estimate of
:ee novel may have been diminutive, he went so far as to
aeflee its province in his review of Edward Lytton Buiwer's
- novel, in the true acceptation of the name, is a
picture of real life. The plot may be involved, but
it must not transcend probability. The agencies intro-
duced must belonz to real life. . .When authors cease
to paint real life they cease to write novels." (Works,
XI, pp. 122-123.)
,
X, -i32.e.orzs, 
"more arc 'f coerre exceptIons to Poe's usually
leneley reviews. .31inten Ereasnaw (anonymous) is dismissed
wienin two pages, neter:. M. :elect's The Infidel, or The Fall
of Mexieo, en7i Arn :owatt's The Feetune Euneer: or the
0:-fers a the mkes his criLicai remrk,
:rw:.-7in t7, the • of the plot sum7. ry to suba,.-
_
!"1
Pot
c-- et (Foe
review of Ealwer's novel with an out-
tne chc:racre.: and inciderts
even al,rurd:y cpmmon-
?s€ next "p o.7 1 as ,:lat in which no pa ,7.t
be displaced witnut ruin to the whole." He offer
S.efinition beccuFe he feels 3ulwer has erred in decid-
ing "that plot to be a good one, in which none of the lead-
incidents can be re!r.oved without detriment to the mass.
Bulwer's error has resulted in an excessively elaborated
plot in which every pace tends "to one point--a perfect
adaptation of the very numerous atoms of a very unusually
Adventures of a Man About Town are reviewed in five and
three pf-ces res;,-ectively. 771—the case of Mrs. Mowatt's
novel Poe received it too close to press time. The other
two he considered n,t worthy of lengthy critical discussion.
"'""t(S, X, o. 116. The "gr.:und work" to which Fee
refer. :s that of a series of effort:: to retrieve a rir:htful
inheritance, or to establish the legitamacy of a will. Poe
frequently criticies the absence of originality in novels,
in this dem oririntlity w.; aligns nir:self with the
Romantics.
• Jo..., , ..440; • • 1;4-1," „
4
invlute st7ory." Poo, while he feel tnat all of the
parts chid tend to the whole, believes that in tnis
t7-ze tne x p-1.7, has re.,I..ted in tno rnny
_
. . -
-well managea. within proper limits, it is a tnirg
desi'd. . .:t is rn.,t essential ir Etcry tellin- at
isCA-;, 1:3 77.erit,"
one "f::- nc TEI"It 7.)f f3 re (..:]2L7F--o merit one
nat,...lre--shld he sai.:rificed."- Pce maintains that
3Lalwer has sacrificed verismilitude for his "overstrai ed
effort at perfection of plot," particularly as regards
the relationship of his characters to one another. The
most insignificant cnnrecters, Poe finds. are ultimately
sho;:n to relate to one another through extraordinary coin-
c:dence after coincidence. Poe does not obect to chcrac-
ters occasionally chancing, at precisely the correct
moment, upon just the characters and situation necessary
o
-Th-lts, X, p. 117. On page 119 of his review Foe
ies the few passeg.eF "which scarcely come within the
cetory of matters .tending to develop the main events."
X. pp. 120-121.
f_r but ne does -tnink !t e7:ce2sively hara
ona-. . .  ,u..1 never h(!-: 2nythinri; e1Fe."11
7• -/7 4.• "7- es!"''... •
—
j:rin ::.1r; reviel.; is
thn -
tne i..lication clealy being tit he ha
drwn characters partioular worthy of praise. The
ana a more. .
f Otnel's a.e ovF- Cti. !,7) be sto:k
characters wno have "fi7ured in every novel since the
of Charles Granuison, and wno are "doomed to the
same configuration till romance-writing will be no more."
oe f:na- one original character in Night and MorninE:
Fanny, the heroine. Her portraiture, says Poe, represents
that class of originality whicn depicts
qualities which, although unknown, or even known tabe hypothetical, are so skilfully adapted to thecircumstances around them that our sense of fitnessis not offended, and we find ourselves seeking areason why those things might not have been which weare still satisfied are not. . .the subsequent effectsof love upon her mental development are finely imaginedand richly painted; and, although reason teaches ustheir impossibility, yet it is sufficient for thepurposes of th,artist that fancy delights in believingtnem possible.
Fulwer's "style" is next to come unaer Poe's scru-
tiny. -1-c.c says that Bulwer has been frequently criticized
11
':!"'kE, pp. 124-125.
--eibpAs, X. pp. l25-12.s.
4e,
'-- defects in but that these charges more often tnan
not confuse "the idea of mere language with that of style
sn c.ak :sr a
not eefir.e st:
the lat•J,T.r,
but says its rycrtLcr
is "what artists nave agreed to denominate tone." buiwer's
tone, says Poe, "is always correct:" thus re can scarcely
-Lnvivec and unsra,mm07-.1dal. 1=T- attests that the . cges
of and Morning: abound with rentences 11i-constructed
procee to off- example:
",:+nd at last 5.11enced, if n2t c,:nvinced, his eyes
closed, and the tears yet wet upon tneir lashes, fell
asleep." Here, strictly speaking, it is the eyes
which "fell asleep," and wnich were "silent if not
convinc ." The pronon "he" is wanting for tne verb
"fell."
The use of allegory, metaphor, and personification by
Bulwer is noted and attacked by Poe. "Pure allegory," says
Poe, "is at all times an abomination. . ." Metaphor he
allows to have "indisputable force when sparingly and skil-
fully applied." Hut Bulwer, charges Poe, is nearly "all
metaphor or all alleF,ory. . ." Furthermore, Poe considers
Buiwer's propensity for personification a point of ludicrous-
ness:
The simplest noun becomes animate in hiL, hands. Never,
by any accident, does ne write even so ordinary a word
-.'enks, X, r . 126-127. Wo:.ks, X, p. 127.
as time, or temper, with..ut the capital T. . .fer
tne most part it is lime, Temper, and Talent. .
:nis absurdity.. . .spring only from a rabid
an:dety to leek wise,. . .1'
tnis review witn the opinion that
_s in:'e:-ior to Walter Scott, unequal to Charles
..,;ickee: more than equal to G. P. h. James, <E,!' far super-
to Benjamin D'Israeli. Night and Morning displays
many defects; yet "its merits beyond doubt overbalance its
defects. . .. If those merits whicn the novel in question
posses:es .:1-e not treated as extensively as the faults,
adds Pte., it is because the Bulwerian beauties are pre-
cisely :f that secondary character which never fails of
the fuLlest public appreciation."16
The Style of Poe's Critical Reviews of Novels 
;r;Fr Alan Poe's reviews of novels evoke a high
degree of pleasure in perusal, independent of an interest in
nis eritical theory. This is made possible by two of Poe's
fine gifts: his supremely logical mind, and his tongue-in-
cheek tumor.
Poe's logical mind manifests itself in the rational
development of his critical reviews. His approach is to
commence with a plot summary,17 taking care to include all
--Works, X, pp. 130-131. 16Works, X, pp. 132-133.
-7;
17Tntere-tingly enough, the first novel-review Poe
penned for the Southern Literary Messenger, J. P. Kennedy's
Horse-St-e hobins:57-175'y, 1b35), contained this statement:_
ee de not wish to attempt any analysis of the story
itself--or that connecting chain which unites into one
preper wh,1e the varied events of the eovel. We feel
50
of the incidents, characters, cefects in plot, language,
and style which he will later comment on at some length.
Tne metheDle.7: n reviews is not unlike thst which
te suggests in his "Phiosopny of Composition. That is,
in the "Philosophy of Composition" Poe insists that in
the writing of fiction the end must be held in view at
all times by the writer. "Nothing is more clear than that
every plot, worth the name, must be elaborated to its
denouement before anything be attempted with the pen.
u18
Poe approaches the task of penning reviews in the same
fashion. He has read the book, decided upon its defects
and its merits, and has kept them always in mind while he
elaborates his review towards its denoument. In a review
of Charles Dickens' Barnaby Rudge, for instance (Gratm's 
Magazine, February, 1842), Poe discusses the plot at great
length, taking care to note several times the passage of
five years between two major periods in the action. His
plot summary completed, Poe criticizes Dickens for advanc-
ing the action five years for no other reason then to
include an historical incident.
19
that in so doing, we should, in some measure, mar the
interest by anticipation; a grievous sin too often
indulged in by reviewers, and against which, sh3u1d
we ever be so lucky as to write a book, we should
protest with all our hearts." (Works, VIII, p. 7.)
Nevertheless, following this review it was Poe's practice to
offer a plot summary—end frequently expansive commentary
on it.
IR
Works, XI', p. 193.
19Works, x4., p. 54.
!?77: pies..:re can bc deriver.; from Poe's
critIcal rtviews n tne strength of their hu-lor us content
Z:7etimP a. freq .,:ently wry, Foes critical
c,)mr.e;-..tary is ver: c2oc:asiona.Ly not un1iki.1 tdt.-- of 3 5.,11b-
-:
cefercr7
Far'
ceficient
reviews. P.-)A sed tnat ridicu]e
wIl_ be made the ccore of
r. iry either write? verb weli,
or it is rig, time tn(:t re shou..d." Poe proceeds from this
point tj launch an iA:.aricus satire on Simms' "Dedication,"
he transcription of wnich he offers in hi E review:
ea-:dest, and, perhaps, most plfasant
rar-.1oles !T1 the helds of lerature, were taken in
company--per it me to remind you of tnat pericd
oy irscribing the present volumes with your name."
Foe fabricates a scene, built around the text of Simms'
"Ledication," ir which the author of The Partisan presents
a copy of his work to the recipient of the "Decii.catn,"
'F':icherd Yeadon:
We my s'appose Mr. Yeadon. . .at home, nrd in his
study. By and tye with a solemn ster', downct- st
are ;mpreerive earneEtness of manner, enters the
- Ward CEtram, ed., The LLtt cf Edger Alibn 
Poe (Carrithre: Harverci rniversIty Prev:- . 1778),
...110er,"1
52
1. of He advancc.s
. o,w!tncut utterInc, a syllb -le
''fe7o1.-,nate:y, but firrily,
• Y. . .but Ea:
- _
cy tc ft the 14‘.
-L7: t' '7-‘•
-e, f:737-17-"wel'e taken 
Juse the to agree with tne dash after
v': be'r tor!ta-:d on he
_
F- C
".••••••-•-•-..
;:-.E.o:-!' • • n3 ---.t. :-..,.f ":1 :-: ,-. :-!- ...-•,-
E:;t--:e. . is ih-erru7: .
1.,k ;_ne nti*4-„cr of -Ine Ye:-..:." ci:vn
pu'ot e In-tcr^e of Poets humor is to be '—nd
In his review :1‘ :nccore Fay's Norman Leslie: 2:: Tale of
7.-esent Times (cutherh Literary Messenger, December,
sayc that in the ?reface to  crror eie the
a_thor holds the art of novel writing to be as sor.Thitloated
the e-t of Canova, Mozart cr Raphael. . .-23 Cne exrects
et the turn of each page to find Foe's retort to Fs:y's
claim, but this is not the case. It is only upon finishing
the reeding of Poe's review of Norman Leslie that one
21„
 , V:71, pp. 143-1145.
22
in Cnsirt,7.r 1, the Soutnern er.1..esse7-:7(
wili nereafter be referred to as the Ft!ssen1-.
21
-Works,
53
realizes Poe has teen shrewdly countering i.ay's remarr: i.
along hy :.tescribino the bock in question as !nytnIt-..,
ni ,iost,ro'! w r7f art.
revw cf 'The Swiss lif-tress: cr "re Frir
t;?er •,- nE:z "gone •.1-1:-Dug':7, tre whole book with the
7-.ost dor-oed deteroilnation. .
.1
• His findings are tha -
rPo:7.ew -- r "" • •
Treison (Crabam's Mv.razine, er-
:er', ;Efl.,;) Poe przclaims tnis novel to be scarcely worth
the effort necessary for sericus criticism, and bids
Ainsworth's literary efforts adieu:
Macte virtue my dear sir, --proceed and flourish. In
the meantime we bid you a final farewell. Your next
volume, which will have some such appellation as "The
Ghost of Cock Lano," we snail take the liberty of
throwing unopened cut of the window. Our pigs are
not all of the description called learned, but they2c.
will have more leisure for its examination than we.
It was with the utmost levity that Poe reviewed Anna
Mowatt's The Fortune-Hunter; or The Adventures of a Man
About Town (Broadway Journal, August 2, 1845). He expressed
regret that because he received Mrs. Mowatt's manuscript
too late to allow a lengthy review in the August issue he
e,nrks, IX, p. )85.
25w
orks, X, p. O.
c,.uld do n.) rice tnan offer an excerpt fr'n tne 
li.,.:nter for tne reate•'' per..:sal. The excerF Fresened
•
!"-• ••••• ^, 4 r r 
r.
-sought his pi:low," the word she uttered resounded in
nis ear:
of ice's .
vels contain a tcdy of critical
ototemenos wnich, wr.en arranrec3 categorically and vifwed =.3
a whole, constitute a theory for the art of the novel.
These statements, wnich range from a consideration of the
science to whom a novel should be addressed, to discussions
of oriRinality, style, decorum, the unities of time and
1ce, the -ole :f trutn in fiction, verisimilitude, char-
ecte:, plot, end the novel of narration, are for the most
Fart to be found not in Foe's discussions of the various
ncvels' merits, but rather in nis comments on their faults.
rsrks, XI, pp. 209-210. The nature of this studydoes not perudt further examination of Poe's reviews of novelsfor the humor contained therein; however, the extent t..) wnichPut-.'s sense of humor dirnlays itself in his reviews of novelsis far greater than the few instances cited above. Furtner-mere, humor in Poets reriews is by no means limited to :noseconcerned with novels. The entirety of his criticism (cftales, books of poetry, scholarly studies, travel-journals)is amply permeated by his wit.
e.
•••"•-•
This is primarily because Poe felt that
task waq to Owel. cn the faults of a wer,!.
^ c •
mr r77r- ^Cr;7c-- V
-V.
. . -=
is capable of se-f-mani:es:--:_n,
remains for toe critic to snow when. ...otre, and
it fails in becoming manifest; and, i-tnis nowing,
it wi7i be toe fault of the book itse.: if woat of
be')ut-,, it c' sir' - -rE
rt,view
- .
1LF r teacr:n7w. er.fec7.1.
fr,ct. shall
vna-„ is
how
w
in
1, ls necessary at this point t;.: m•E7 -_i7n Foe's con-,. •
cern for the proper use of the EnFlis'n :age. i'ithough
it can not be considered a part of his toe::'-; of toe r,vel,
this concern manifests itself in all of reviews of
novels. In his review of Norman Leslie Poe says that "the
'editor of the New York Mirror' rmy oas either
_never seen. . .Murray's Grammar, or. ,_najr forgotten his
vernacular language." Poe offers as an example of the
-,-8,rma+-ical errors to be found in Norman Leslie the use of
27
Works, XI, pp. 41-42. This is n:: to say, of course,
tnat Poe does not give any attention to a rk's beauties.
He invariably points out, though briefly, toe merits of all
but the worst novels. In his review of Nc-man Leslie, for
example, he indicates two scenes and one cnaracter tnat are
well-drawn—despite his earlier comment tor.: tnis novel is
"toe most inestimable piece of halde,.daFo which tne
common sense of the good people of America :as ever so openly
or s: villainously insulted." (Works, Pp.
4
•
1 1Thrtric:reFt' as 9 ab:e '!ve. no:,
says Poe, .77ay at once -therertnere:Y.--
-e7iew inT-rs•tE:%'!3
no native without a verb.
rc
.7 rev .T f-W of
the sur,erficial and impatier.t
zrit bi such a one
?, before, ana wh:-n
of attracting tne atten-
" t=c being rot thrown ih for
(and tnerefore to re borne in mind with a
cutsequent explanation) nave been entirely
overlooked or forgotten."3°
In his review of Pbrnnt%  Pce criticizes Dickens'
emp oying the adverb 'directly' in the sense of 'as soon
-
t
fortunate enuugh to
that
.ar
as.
view
have
For example, -'Directly he arrived, Rude said,' c."31
28.
'orks, VIII, np. 61-2. The editor of the New YorkNirror snd author of Norman Leslie was Theodore S. Pay.
29w
arks, IX, pp. 11!4-115.
30,
-rks, X, p. 211. The hrackets Ere Poe's and thecortr:ents r,re, if anything, not harsh enouT7,n--for the nassaz,eis anfntellic71ble.
11
- *v!orks, XI, p. r(). Tnis L.Ise of the adverb "direct i. •(it i. assumed that :ts use tnen, as was common aontsthe misses) seems uppropriate for tne character of ?iudge--ne
7
• review of ,
'
:enne-1,;'s 
7- . de+-p-ts ice :Lan
ne
a
De 1.
-7-.6•!sr Poe's concen for acc.i•-, 17 in
(.- ef•::,ite ideas as to 7 a
rOL'ressed if wf-r- +o rry
indicates, in his review of Harry Lcrrequer's Cha:'les
is a sccurdrel of the lower-class. Poe's ot:ectior In•o
use of the common vernacular implies a preference for e_evated
language, a neoclassical tendency.
:.orks, VIII, pp. 9-10. Kennedy bac oefrierdea Poe
ear]:„ in 7777: and had used his influence tr get him a posi-
ticon with the Messenger. (Hervey Allen, I-rIfel: The  fe 
ard Times of Edgar Allan Poe Lew York: GeorrLe H. D -.:an
Company, 1.771 , p.77) For this reason one might SE2-7.e
that were there excessive defects in Kenue6's book P -e
would have overlooked them.
33 1or':.s, VIII, 7. 100. The misspellings Foe cites
are "mar177g7.7 for "marcuee," and "deneemer-='" for --f--;e-
ment." One must, when exar.ining Poe's reviews of novels
written by ladies, keep in mind that Poe Was the Zcl - - -n
r;entleman. His reviews of ladies novels are alwayc -os-
tnan those cf men's. In fact, in this ca.,,e review, .
we are heartily ashamed of findir -= fault w. sucn -
Lrd shouid certainly not have done so hf,c 17,een
b'I'ty of findiDc fault with something of m:..re conseq-en:,..
100.)
'
;
47.
The IriFn n (Grah.mh:7 !?,arch, 1E.2) th.t
s rcve, :n order t. litera:-y merit, must be api:re-
"
:
--
ity indicates that the author hss been guiued by that
which tne snlettrea, 'chcrsnt mac-ses are apprecistive of.
7rear, p.e..rre to
^, in , :f Y.arrs7,'s ,oern
Poe e:IpresEes the a wnicn a'_:Oresses itself
the popular tastes can bsve ho pretention to legitir-ate
art. Marryst, says Poe,
has always been a very popular writer in the most
rigorous sense of the word. His books are essentially
-mediocre." His i6eas are the common property of the
mob, and have oeeri their common property time out of
mind. We look throughout his writings in vain for
the slightest indication of originality; for the
fainte7t incentive t) thought. His plots, his language,
his opinions, are neither adapted nor intended for
scrutiny. We must be contented with them as senti-
ments, rather than as ideas, and properly to estate
them, even in this view, we must bring cF.selves into
a sort of identification with the mass.'-'
Henry Cockton's Stanley Thorn, reviewed in the Janu-
av 1which Poe
7
+_1.1101 AiMihre,"
1
f-n ,n_N t.he ractical
tn!';. t „ 4, variety "are 1P/-tes,"
22:7
. -r,orr.s are
acceptatlt:. 7.nE uneducated, to thcse who
nave read little, t) tne obtuse in intellect (and
tnese three cases .00n:titute the mass) these books
:re not oniy are the only ones which
tc. c11 -. . It - :nee ̂ larsc of oc. ole
^,
Le -f 1.-.:ortence irF - fa- as art is
_d. If yve :ere, in Poets esti:nation, to be a
critLo:_;_ succeso it w:; a..e to address itself to an
aunie::: Pboreciative tf s-,rnisticated literary skills.
:n his critical reviews of novels Poe expresses a
foness for inventivenes= and a loathing for imitation.
In his review of Jude Sever: Tucker's CF:r,7e Balcombe 
(Messen7er, January, 1637) P:e says that Tucker has dis-
playec that "rPrest of all q-a_ities in American novelists,
and certainly most inalsensabie, invention."37
Revie William Gillmore Simms' The Damsel of Darien 
(Hurt 's Gentleman's ma;-azine, November, 1..339) Poe finds
it: sin to be of imitation—the entire
-'orks, XI, p.
TX, 7. 2L1.
ab2ere-ecf y "imir..atien" Poe !ntends the
oractiee of many nieeteenth century autnors of patterning
their fictIens oe re - een elodele (see Cheeter p. 19.)
te,e of te 75-:F,eeeeer eev'_cer'
. e :
transleted from tne Jaiian of Alessanar, Manzoni by G. W.
FeatherstenLaugh. Fee finds fault with this work because
obvi?.u2': miliar Eng]leh
take: tee eeany hr fro-, Sir lter Scott. Po,"
zees Se_er's influence in Menzeni's reiyin upon "the
reccres and traditions of time gone by."39
In his review of Frederick Marryat's ,;(eseeh Rushbroek 
(Crahem's Magazre, September, 18141), Poe accuses the
author of flagrant plagarism of two characters from Charles
Dickens Oliver Twist: Fagin the Jew and Xancy. Marryat,
says Poe, realizing the success with which Dickens' char-
acters were met, merely wrought feeble imitations, in his
Furness and Nancy, in order to capitalize on the popularity
assured by Dickens.43
Speaking of G. P. R. James, author of Lives of The
Cardinal de Richelieu, Count Oxenstlern, Count Olivarez, and
Cardinal Mazarin (reviewed in the October, 1836, Messenger),
Poe says, "His sentiments are found to be pure--his morals
--1,:orks, X, 7s. 53-
viorke, VIII. pp. 15-16.
r. 200.
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unquestionable, and pointedly shown forth--nis language
indisputable correct," and his historical information is
highly accurate. But this does not make him a novelist
worthy of high praise. For,
Similar attainments are possessed by many thousands
of well-educated men of all countries, who look upon
their knowlede with no more than ordinary complacency
. . .Something more than we have mentioned is neces-
sary to place our author upon a level with the best
of the English novelists--for here his admirers
would desire us to place him. . .To genius of any kind,
it seems to us, that he has little pretension. In
the solemn tranquility of his pages we seldom stumble
across a novel emotion and if any matter of deep
interest arises in the path, we are pretty sure to
find it an interest appertaining to some historical
fact equally vivid or more so in the original
chronicles •4)
what then is the "genius," the talent for "invention," the
"originality" of which Poe is wont to speak? In his ro.view
of George Balcombe, Poe allows that no one can be truly
original, for to be so "would, necessarily, be untrue, in
some measure, to nature."42 But originality can be achieved,
says Poe in his review of Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales,
through the "novel combinations" of familiar ideas. In
such an approach to literature the reader experiences
"calm astonishment that ideas so apparently obvious have
never occurred or been presented to" him before.
L3 
Poe
"Works, IX, p. 1o9. 112Works, IX, p. 2bi.
14 1-Works, XI, p. 105. This review first appeared in
Graham's Magazine, May, 1b142. This idea is reminiscent of
Horace who said in The Art of Foetrv: "the ideal of poetic
skill is to mould familier material with such skill tnat,anyone might hope to achieve the same feat." (Walter Jackson
Bates, ed., Critics F71: The Kn'or Texts LNew Ynrk: Harcourt• • Brace end World, Inc., i777777677 -57r
wrIen
:actc-r. as beinr in two
•
reF,7
-.r: 
.-
1- :.t, f_: 7c.:, 3.7'd we fInd c)ur-
sel..-es seer:ITT a reason wh:i .- se tnings might not
- -.H _..-Pr. - We are ,-!7.L. F'-.7 -.‘ are not._ _
W.)
Poe
;aeriz:ves character ah7!
b :k. t 1,4 is a rather
Poe offers a“ adaitoral comment con-
cern:rL.. style wnich gives one to understand that
keepin,7 one's suP:ent constantly focused and in control is,
to Poe, a pr!mary constituent of style:
In the style properly so called. . .we cannot bring
ourselves to think that Dr. Bird has been. . .fortunate.
s.;b:ect appears always ready to fly away from him.
He dallies with it continually--hovers incessantly
round it, and about it--and not until driven to exer-
tion by tne necessity of bringing his volume to a close,
does he finally grasp it with any appearance of energy
or rood will. The Hawks of Hawk-Holiow [my italics] is
composed with great inequality of manner-at times
forcibly and manly--at times pinkinginto the merest
childishness and imbecility."
(7,ther reviews Poe discusses a number of partialar
stylizt:c devices for which he voices either complete
works, IX, orb. 2 1-2t2.
145 orks, Viii. ID. 72.
ft
4
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disapproval or marked reservation. As noted earlier in
this chapter, Poe indicates a strong dislike for allegory,
labelling it, in his review of Bulwer's Night and Morning,
an abomination—a remnant of antique barbarism--appealing
only to our faculites of comparison, without even a remote
46
interest for our reason, or for our fancy." Though less
severe in his condemnation of allegory, Poe holds fast, in
his review of Baron de la Motte Fouque's Undine (Burton's 
Gentleman's Magazine, September, 1839), to his position
that an undercurrent of sug7estiveness is undesirable in a
work of fiction:
We have no hesitation in saying that. . .this portion
which conveys an undercurrent of meaning--does not
afford the fairest field to the romanticist—does not
appertain to the higher regions of ideality. 2!.1though,
in this case, the plan is essentially distinct from
allegory, yet it has too close an affinity 'ao that
most indefensible species of writing--a specie p whose
gross demerits we cannot now pause to examine.47
Metaphor is a device which Poe approves of when
handled properly. In his review of Night and Morning Poe
says, "Metaphor, its softened image, has indisputable force
when sparingly and skilfully emp1oyed."41 However, Poe
objects to the use of metaphor when the 'comparison is a
ludicrous one. In his review of Normen ieslie Foe offers
two passages in which metaphor is improperly employed:
46
Works, X, p. 130.
47Works, X, p. 37.
9
Workr X, p. 130.
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"It was the first unfolding," says she, in a letter
towards the denouement of the story, "of that char-
acter which neither he nor I knew belonged to my
nature. It was the first uncoiling of the basilisk
Ea North American lizard] within me," (good heavens,
a snake in a ladie's stomach!).
Again, when the heroine is saved in the nick of time from
being trampled to death by horses, the author of Norman
Leslie has her being narrowly saved "'from the very jaws
of death. . •In Poe reminds us tnat she is, more properly,
being saved "from the very hoofs of horses."49
Other niaiseries of style to whi_h Poe objects are
the use of "little French sentences, without a shadow of
excuse for their employment," and the indiscriminate employ-
ment of personification.50
Decorum
Interestingly enough, Poe, the master of the Macarbre,
the author of Tales of the Grotesque and Arabesque, was very
much concerned with questions of decorum in incident and
language. He was revulsed by the detailing of horrible
incidents, and he felt the grotesque to be a proper concsan
"Works, VIII, pi).
Works, X, pp. 129-130. Poe is not wholly against
the use of foreign languages, he is only against their being
used for mere embellishment. His particular objection im
this review (Night and Morning) is to the sudden switch, for
emphasis, from English to French when the entire conversa-
tion has taken place in France, between two Frenchmen, and,
obviously, all along in the French tongue. This is a valid
objection and not unlike an cbjection to twentieth-century
movie-makers who persist in hindering the cause of verisi-
militude by having French characters, in France, rpeaking
English with a French t1:-cent.
c.iywhen pertained 5irectly and inc - n -„n.-crl
the den: Hie-Ant nf tne Tn his -e-iew 7,f
• The Fne re7ort::
-eF of Pad bpd
rr
pace 7, 70i. ii, we are ehtertained wi- the
detail= cs771-,led by a 
on the . .ne
7 ece! -:e -1 - he
three e:s: = -.,ffect us as
supere:,of7a -_-7; since - t Turses of the :try are
thereby furtnered in any regara.'53 And, in his review of
Simms' The Dsmsel of Darien, Poe accuses Simr-es of
zrosqness of thouptt and e:7pression ;,tict ea
anything cut refinement of ind. . .by grossness 
51Pce'q concern for the wanton depiction of the norri-ble is not unlike a similar cor:ern voiced by Horace in nisArt of Poetry:
/7-You must not show on the stage itself the kind ofthing that should have taken place behind the sceree. . .For example, Medea sns_ld not butcher he: cnildrenin plain view of the audierre, nor the wicked :-tre,.scook hur:an fleF:h in butlir:.. . .Whatever :Jou
me in tots win- simp::: leaves me unbelieving
discustea.- (Pater, The •'or 5L.)
r.2
'orks, 7111, p. 57.
51, XI, p. 210. Heviewed in Gran am'- !in,7s7ine,Nn veTI-cr,-777 3.
expression we do nJt mean indelicacy, out.. the expr,--s-
sin of imac7es wnich repel End Oisust. At pace 59
vol. I., for example, the noveliso dwells too unec:ul-
vocally upon the norrid barbarities infliced upon
the Indians by ,:-r,ze Garabito.54
F-).; !.ndicates a strono, dis8nprcv21 wt he wou]d
• The Parts—
The rude End unquEified Cr.1771":S with wni
hi F eF..e.7-.7e to be re!- lourly
-
P .7r,
•-•%
Time fInd P2Ece
=l7io tbe Fction of a rDvel to 'a sin le
revolar:on of the sun" aF: Aristotle observed Was the 'r.oper
duration for the action of a tragedy. He. rather, viet.:F the
novel, as Aristotle viewed epic poetry,56 as having no limits
of time. Poe does, towever ob:ect to broad movement of the
action if this movement is not essential to the plot. In
his review cf Dickens Barnaby Rudge Poe ob.;ects to the
action being moved up five years for what he finds to be
an unsatisfactory reason:
Ellworks, Y., pp. 53-54-
.55Won'eF, VIII, pp. 151-152.
E-6
Cr!ticirm: The ME'or Texts, p. 22.
_t itue fi.-e year inte:.vij ir n,)t to bertow upc)r —
:over,,, a m?re decc,: _:!. - ,•tul'ity t,f age--f ,' thlr;
tnc o:ily possible : v.:.ich EL.,7;gests itLcIf--Lui-i
Cht!:ter is a_re.::: .:;--and-twenty, 27 .-_, ::.:mr1.5 :-In: -.- , .t...
• 
, t .
....--InE..re L:.1'..!U l'f, tli Li (.- 0CS. 1t.:0.'.
-tr r-v)rE• T.)Th,..:-' 
4.
.•,
f:r their disp y--the period, in shot, of
FcTery" riots.
7 in h:2 review
727.,e's te
the
.,.utc7e t
ple,2,e can b effectively LOC n tLe novel:
The f T:resc:)t rut have teen
mazey inreased by confinin,:, the action witt'n
tbe :Imits of London. The i_ame" of Hugo
a.fr a f:ne cxample of the force wch c9,R be
by concentration, or unity of place.
Truth in Fiction
statements concerning the presence of truth
In fic'ion are to be found in his rPviews of historical
no‘el-, type which experienced .:ide popularity durinr the
nineteerth century (ree Chapter I, . 19.) IIi position on
nr. ev' -t to which 1..*cti,-)n can convey truths is much like
that Philip c=dney who, in his ,,r1 117..731or!v for
r
:.•• / •
states that tne
68
-excelleth history. . .1'59 In h:.;
review of Bulwer's  The Last of the Tribunes
(Messfric!er, Fetr it36) Poe rays that bulwer's orinj
des-- was tc a 7.:rely histrical work, there Lcing
no satisfactory ^ the iiff or times cf that
most remarkable mn in tne hands of the people." Poe
expresses the :on, however, tnat Bulwer's work far
surpasses a ry by cong fact with fictin:
He has Eahr7.es wr scrusuio..:s fidelity to all the
;..ne zunLic iife of his hero; and by
means of the relief7767ded through his personages
of pure romsnoe wnion form the filling in of the
picture, he nas been enabled more fully tpndevelop
tne private cneracter of the noble Roman."'
Continuing his discussion of Bulwer's blending of histori-
cal truths with fiction, Poe says that Rienzi "is History.
We hesitate not to say that it is history in its--in its
only true, proper, End philosophical garb." That is,
history has been made more vital, more striking, by the
author's perception ind imagination. For, says Poe, "we
snail often discover in Fiction the essential spirit and
vitality of Historic Truth--while Truth itself, in many a
dull and lumbering Archive, shall be found guilty of all
the inefficiency of Fiction."61
59_
zates,  The Ms'or Texts, p. 91.
60
Works, V:1-1,
61
• 2214.
Work, p. 227. Altnough Poe renders a similar
verdict on the cor,t'ning of truth with fiction in severa4
reviews, a contradicti,,n can 1e found in his review or
Gilmore The Pprtissn: "The interweavinr, of
69
Tn his review of Mrs. Child's Philothea: A Romance,
Poe professes his belief that historical truths are impor-
tant snv smuch as they relate "passions the sternest
of (,e! h'Iture, and coch to al.L characters end time." For
thls reason ne feels tnat Philothea fails as a novel. The
plot of Philothea Poe regards as the mere vehicle for
bringing forth the antique 'manners, costumes, modes of
thougl*, en: nabits,' whicn we nave just mentioned as at
vs^iar.ce with a popular interest today." Because Philothea
depicts merely the "appropriateness in manners, costume,
t.abits, and modes of th,,ugnt" of "the distantly antique,"
says Foe, it can be of little value to us.62
It is obviously Pce's contention that ficticn and
truth complcment one another. His statements imply tl.at
the only truths for which one can have any real concern
are philosophical truths "common to all characters and
time, "and that fiction relates those truths in their
"true, proper, and philosophical garb." (see p. 66)
Verisimilitude
It has been noted in a discussion of Samuel Taylor
Coleridge's influence on Poe (see Chapter I, p. 35) that
fact with fiction is at all times hazardous, and presupos-
ses on the part of the general reader that degree of inti-
mate acquaintance with fact which should never he presup-
posed." (Works, VIII, p. 146.)
6.2
Works, IX, pp. 153-15L. Philothea: A  mancf! WhS
reviewed in the May, 1b36 Messenger.
• '‘;'4,0., 4%.1%.".r.;:t •
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Poe saw the promotion of verisimilitude es being essental
to the writing of both poetry and fiction. He discusses
verisimilitude at length in several of his novel-reviews.
A new Harper and rothers edition of Defoe', Robinson 
Crusoe" occasioned this discussion of verisimilitude in
the January, 1836 Messenger:
Not one person in ten. . .has, during the perusal of
Robinson Crusoe [my italics] , the most remote concep-
tion that any particle of genius, or even of common
talent, has been employed in its creation! Men do not
look upon it in the light of a literary performance.
Defoe has none of their thoughts—Robinson all. The
powers which have wrought the wonder have been thrown
into obscurity by the very stupendousness of the wonder
they have wrought! We read, and become perfect abstrac-
tions in the intensity of our interest--we close the
book, and are quite satisfied that we could have written
as well ourselves? All this is effected by the potent
magic of verisimilitude. Indeed the author of Crusoe
must ha:e possessed, above all otner faculties, what
has been termed the faculty of identification--tha,
dominion exercised by volition over imagination which
enables the mippl to lose its own, in a ficticious,
individua1ity.a4
Again writing of verisimilitude--this time in a review
1
of Lambert Wilmer's TA Confessions of Emilia Harrington--
Poe says that a deep interest is always excited,
be the subject matter what it may. . . Lin a] work in
which the author utterly loses sight of himself in
his theme, and, for the time, identifies his own
thoughts and feelings with the thoughts and feelings
of ficticious existences. Than the power of accomplish-
ing this perfect identification, there is no surer mark
of genius. 4cis the spell of Defoe, it is the wand
of Boccaccio.'''
63Pcbinscn Crusoe was first putlishe:: in 1711. This
was a pirated edition made possible by the adsence of an
International Copyright Law.
64
 Works, VIII, p. 170. 
65
Worr:s n. 234-235.
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arA fiction is
.directness of eyprossir. n. . .thus leaving
reader's imagination; in writing as if the
-- were firmly impressed with tne truth, yct
f_sned at the. . .wcr-e-s -elnts. and
,
the autn7J.r Is free havin6 t. e =.11r1
cr=n direct his eergies t'7,wards givirvr
the c:aracter anU lumIrousness of truth" thrc.ur:h
f mof7t vl',v16 creations of numan inteliecY
obLire m-ate possible.
Character67
:f cha'acte'r. Poe onJ -.; cemands that they be consis-
I:c-h* tneir actions and life-like. Poe notes the iflcofl-
fn a character, Hyland, in his review of William
'if_mr.s . The Hawks of hawk-Hollow:
ncro h'land, with whom we were much interected in
t.e 'eginning of the book, proves inconsistent with
n'm:elf in the end; and altnough to be inconsistent
wizn one's self, is not always to be false to nature--
in tne present instance, Hyland Gilbert in
ti::n, and I.r.dfff:culty, and Herman Hunter, in the
  IX. pp. 13B-13.
discussion of Foe's concept of originality in
c!:arac7.f ._-. can be found In an esrlier section of this chapter.
:-‘4 E.; :
•
%el, posce:-s none nf neparle
of fact, identicl.
hsis,•Enc. ("; c.n...-:roter, Poe,n :is
inconsio*,e6 witn
Lc
7nat P:iss Sedgwick is at fault when she allows
q!:Ch rhetcrc !=7, "no my 7htemnt
Groesus, 37 tne in
-the passaF7e frori The 1,!lv. -Is at
ir-17.(-ects his ind-.7,mitab1e wit:
o..; 0.1 lqzy, slnvih, lo;ns, 'cried ?ose,
'can nt ree tnese men are raised uI, to fight for
flec32m, for more tra-: the-r.seives? if tne chain is
broken at one one, tne links will fall apart s_onLr
or later. ',:nen you see the sun on the mountaih top,
you ',ley be sure it will shine into the deepest valle:7-s
before long. Who would suppose this graceful elo-
quence, and these impressive images ti proceed from
the riouth of a neFr)-woman?09
In his rev:ew of William Gilmore Simms' The Partisans 
Foe ac-rinst tne practice of having a group f stock
cnaracters whose outward appearances are to be substituted
for the skilful drawing of their motives and personaities:
Goggic is another miserable addition to the list of
th -,7e anomalies so swarming in fiction, who are rvpres-
eh',1: as having Vicious principles, for no other reason
h because tney nave ugly faces. 1°
1I11, p. Yi. The character Hyland Gilert
reeksi.e er.,nvence of the pseud3nym Heman Hunter early
";1,* • . VTIT, '1*;. 70- ....;orfrts, VIII, p. O.
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1 -f rathei.
nave D - • • .1nere is ni't, n hls
wh-y -.ccar, look as
- ,73rvic,
!f we
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-y7- 7 o:n s ana
: occaslon to plot 3S "tna t in which 77 - Dart
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:.::.hout ruin to the whole." And be dcc-
a bi1dng so dependently constructed, that to
nt: tion 3f' a sine is to overthr,Jw the
c . " 72 :.:ephl t in 7.nnd, or the Con fes-
1 rime Is ter (anonymous ), a work :hie: Poe
praised n every other resnect, was ultra conde77,nei
because the structure of the book has an "utter want of
-n )'Y s re v 2 of ChPr7 cs Ff.17.h:lbv 7 L:d .7e Poe
t t ha virn:-.) pre-conceived plot in
c,
•e:orks, pp. 11,-.,17.
• 1 in the ,t• , :••
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;Ind in nls revie.: of es z-rench's Elkswataw9; or The Pro-
phet of ohe (!-:essehTer, ;:u77...:st, 1536) Poe maintains
7
mind has
rezrecs1n7, !n
to the conster-.stIn That is,
the nt!_on accountsfr the seqence of events in cne
locale, and then, switch:In.7 tne locale, reFresses in tl'ne
to br"n7 ._T7 the :.:_ston t.:!s 1.7cale. "This adfu.:t-
ment cf the date." says Poe. -is &:D frequently repeatc: that
Pre.-nch's redes .4Ptt 'n a :'..tnstrint state of chr.mo-
logical h ,7rhpipe."75
also ;;:th the too comc,lcx or "ovcr-
straihed" plot. :n his revIew of E-luard Lytton Bulwer's
HigbtYorni-, Poe indicates that the plot which is so
perf'ected that the -lost in-i7nificant characters are shown
tD ine,:trIcably relate to the whole can do grave damage to
76the of ver!si-ail'_tDe. In his rev I.Dw )f
r'rcfesc-r .afltte: The ?rate of the (.30,.._f, ')-
'--rrc_ez en.- ove--cielnlexits of p:t. ie says thet
.'4'eeer :ngreheel is "too minetely" concerned with detail--
7;) -.Joh that verisimilitude is lost:
— ees teere are none. Not a dog ye p,
unsung. Not a shovel-footed negro waddles across the
stage, whether to any obstensible purpose or not,
without eliciting from the author a nos plaudite, with
an extended explanation of the character of his personal
appearance—of his length, depth, and breadth,--and
more particularly, of the length, depth, and breadth
of his shirt-collar, shoe-buckles and hatband.77
rn his review of Night and Morning Poe says that "the
leterest of plot' refers "to cultivated thought in the
reader," and is by "no means a popular interest." Even for
:he discerning reader "it is a pleasure which may be pur-
chased too dearly." Poe sees the complex plot, with its
"continual and vexatious shifting of scene, with a view to
bringing up events to the time being," as being
a dramatic tool:
essentially
By the frequent "bringing up" of his events the drama-
tist strove to supply, as well as he cculd, the want
of the comblning, arranging, and especially of the
cemmenting power, now in the possession of the narra-
tive author. . .the drama of colloquy, vivacious and
breathing of life, is well adapted to narration, the
drse_a of action and passion will always prove, when
e!:ployed beyond due limits, a source of embarrassment
to the narrator, and it can afford him nothing which
he does not already possess in full force.
:n -,,b!.s same review Poe says that if an artist persists in
crctinc loni: works "he must content himsel.f, perforce,
with a more si,lply and 'lore ri‘e,idly narrative form."73 One
- -c Poe fi.!d2 with Fredcr_Ick 1-1:]rrya 1 3
p. 114. X, pp. 120-123.
7e
is tee :•:arryae rev-: pauses, in the
ele- - 7f his sto te comment:
in the aethor's own person, upon what is
ereesactne, Is left entirely out of the geestion.
_eeee :s tL.7 nene of that bid -.- oe,:er perceeeti1710.
:n often rives a species of unity (the unity of
writer's individual thoeaht) to the most random
:ae-ations. . .The commeneinr, force can never be
disregarded. It is far better to have a
aerth ef incident, with skilful observation upon it,
eh-n the utmost variety of event without. . .The
s.;eeessful novelist must, . . .be careful to bring
int.) view his private inteeest,.Aympathy, and opinion
regard to his own creations.7''
Tt can be seen that Pee believes that plot must he
skilfully eeipicyed, if it is to be employed at all. How-
ever it is apparent that he considers the longer forms of
fiction essentially ill-suited for the unity that can be
elerieed from plot. His comments on the matter imply that
he prefers--in long works of fiction--the narrative fk
cf :re novel. It is, in fact, the narrative form which Poe
employs in his own novel, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon 
Fvm.
Here then in a set of criteria, culled from the meze
e_ Poets critical reviews and essays, evincing, for Foe,
s theory of the eovel. In order to investigate the censis-
eency of Poe's theory in practice it will be necessary t.,.)
subect his own attempt at the novel, The Narrative of
-- Gordon Pve., t, the scrutiny of his critical precepts.
inc seeecu:on of Poe's attempt at the novel to his the-try
Jf te-,e nevel shall be the subseeece of Cheetee III.
/9
X, :,p. 291-2( 2.
III
THE NARR4T- 7 OF CORDO'l PYM: FOE'S
THEORY CF THE NOVEL IN PRACTICE
This chapter will concern itself chiefly with the
application of the critical precepts contained within Poe's
theory of the novel to his awn attempt at the novel, The
Narrative of Artnur Gordon Pvm. The object of t'ais chapter
will be to determine whetner or not Poe's theory remains
consistent in practice. However, before this applicatien
is made some preli7einary matters will be discussed: the
distinction drawn by Poe between the novel of plot and the
!I  narrative form" of the novel; the possible reasons for
Poe's writing a novel--a form for which he professed such a
low rees-ard; and some sources for The Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon  
Thrall, Hibbard, and Holman's A Handbook to Litera-
ture cites two types of narraticn:
SIT-7)1e narrative, which is content to recite an event
or events and is largely chronological in its arrange-
meet of details. . .; and narrative with plot,,. . .
often arranged ccording to a preconeeived artistic
principle determieed by the neture of the Plot and tne
of story intended. . .1
;
Thrai..., Addison Hibbard, and C. Hugh
Handbook to Literature (New 'York: The Odyssey
Pres, p. 300.
'7
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It is tie former species of the narrative of which Poe
speaks when he sa;is, in his review of Niene and Merninp 
that long wo-ds are better suited to "a m7re simrly and
mere rigidly narrative form" than to the unity derived
from plot.2 Poets "narrative form" is mt.= the same as
what E. M. Forster deems the "story": "It is a narrative
of events arranged in their time sequence--dinner coming
after brenkfart, Tuesday after Monday, decay after death,
and SD on."3 The primary difference between story and
plot, according to F)rster, is this: "'Toe king died and
then the queen died' is a story. 'The king died, and then
the queen died of grief' is a plot." The plot is over-
shadowed by a "sense of causality." Forster says, in
addition, that memory and intelligence are essential
plot,
for unless we remember we cannot understand. If by
the time the queen dies we have forgotten the exis-
tencp of the king we shall never make out what killed
her .4
In The arrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm memory and intelligence
2-
_edgsr Allan Poe, The Complete Works of Edgar Allan 
Poe, ed. by James A. Harrison, X, (New York: Thomas Y.
Crowell and Co., 1902), pp. 120-123. Due to the unavailabil-
ity of an intact complete works of Poe in the Margie Helm
Library, two sets of the complete works will be referred to
in this chapter. The James A. Harrison edition will here-
after be referred to as Harrison, works. Following the
first, full footnote, the Nathan Haskell Dole edition will be
referred to as Dole, Werks.
M. Ferster, Aspects of the Nuvei (ew York:
arceeee, Brace and World, lhc., 1927), p. 27.
•-r 86-88.. 
are, r tne v.D7t pr?rt, of no importroe. "ny- is of
less In::ere9t ton "what happens next?"
One wcnkie-s, in lignt of his multitudinous state-
ments -E.-arding the unsatisfactory nature of toe novel,
what prompted Poe to create lne Narrative of .Arthur Gordon 
Pvm? Perhaps a partial answer lies in the "Introductory
Note" 'LD the novel. In this statement, the nsrratcr,
Arthur Gordon
United States
Seas a number
Pym, explains that upon his return tp the
from an extraordinary voyage to the South
of gentlemen of Richmond, Virginia, includ-
ing Edr:ar Allan Poe, persuaded him to offer an account of
his adventures to the public. Poe, attests Pym, arrived
at the scheme of publishing two installTents of his narra-
tive in the Southern Literary Messenger. Furthermore, Pym
indicates that it was Poe's Idea to
the garb of fiction and to mke the
narrative to be wholly a figment of
cloak the narrative in
public believe the
his imagination. How-
ever, says Pym, the narrative was so well received by
the public,
I thence concluded that tne facts of my narrative would
prove of such a nature as to carry with them suffi-
cient evidence of their own authenticity, and that I
had consequently little to fear on the score of popu-
lar incredulity.,
Arthur Gordon Pym is, of course, the name assigned by Poe,
1767,ar Allan Poe, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm,
in T p1e!„e Works of EtT!:ar ...lien Foe, ed. by Is than
Haskell i)ole, V TTWTJ—York: Inc (nesterfield Society, 1908),
pp. 7-9. The two installments appeared in the January and
February, 1837, Mescenr.er.
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t, nIs narrator. Poe w,,u3o have early se-ial-
ized The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm in view of his
feelings corce-ning the impossibility of unity of effect
in lenc- works Erd his statement (in his review of hht 
and Morning) that if a novel is to be appreciated at all
it is to be app7ecated in terms of its component parts.
6
That is, Poe preferred the episodic novel. However, real-
izing the popular reception given his two installments of
The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm, Poe decided to attempt
a longer work.
:esplte tre fact that Poe believed an artist should
not be dictated to by popular tastes, there exists additional
Infcrmation indicating that Poe may have had popularity
very much in mind when he set about writing The Narras;ive of
Arthur Gorden Pvm. This additional information, reports
Alexander Cowie, is a letter to Poe from Harper and Brothers:
"Readers in this country have a decided and strong
preference for wbrks (especially fiction) in which a
single and connected story occupies the whole volume,or number of volumes, as the case may be. . ." Perhapsthese words, written to Poe in 1836. . .were mainlyresponsible for Pee's turning his attention to thecemposition of,The Narrative of Arthur Gordon jr ofNantucket. . . Two installments of the story were
6Harr5son, Works, X, p. 122.
71:niter E. Fen7enson, in his article The Troubled_Eep of Arthur Gordon Fym," indicates that Poe'n full%-inal title, not reprinted in modern euitions, war THELI   PYM OF ;:ATIUCKL1:  
7"; OiK" INY AND ATROCIOUS FkiTCHY ONpo=,rn
.:,MPI7S, ON HEh WAY TO 7LE F.CUTH :)::11.S, INwoomm •Wm••.•••••••-
•W1.71i ACOLNT OP THE RE.,11.1.LE
S117-1 .vg-IECK AND .':'17I1Ste,-
, TE. 1)ELIVn,,E kNir
_1:shed. . .1r 153i, and Harper bgeght the book
1b3b. Poe wan rew a 'novelist."-
Several studies indicate probable sources for The
NarratIve of Arthur Gordon ?vm. Patrick Llinn suggests
that ice's book bears a strong resemblance to a French
work, published in 1723, entitled Relation d'un voyage du
pole Le- artieue par, le centre du 1ondo.9 D. M. McKeithan
MEANS a' THE BRITISH SCHOONER JANE GUY; THE BRIEF CRUISE OF
THIa'  VESSEL IN THE ANTARCTIC OCEAN; HER CAPTURE, AND
T.El'- - ACRE OF HER CREW AMONG A GROUP OF ISLANDS IN THE
EIGE:_--OURTH PARALLEL OF SOUTHERN LATITUDE; TOGETHER WITH 
— 7-EDIBLE ADVENTU?ES AND DISCOVERIES STILL FARTHER 
:e:J 1, WHICH THAT DISTnESSING Cie, MIIY GAVE RISE. (Essays
in :eery History, ed. by Rudolf Kirk and C. F. Main
[New e'renswick: Rutgers University Press, 1960] , pp. 149-
150.)
-Alexender Cowie, The else of the American Novel (New
York: American Book Company,—T;EBT7 p. 300. There seems to
be some disagreement as to whether or not Poe actually was
a novelist. L. Moffit Cecil, in "The Two Narratives of
Arthur Gordon Pym," Texas Studies in Literature and Laeguege,
Vol. V (Spring, 1963)7p7. 232-233, contends that The Narra-
tive of Arthur Gordon Pi was not intended as a complete work,
but was rather two stories. He says, also, that most scholars
are wreng to maintain that Poe set out to write a novel.
Whatever were Poe's criginal intentions, he did write a novel.
E. M. Forster, in his Aspects of the Novel (p. 6), defines
the novel as "Any ficticious prose work over 50,000 words."
And, Ez:ward Wagenknecht, in his Cavalcade of the American 
7-ve1 (New York: Holt, Rinehart, and Winston, 1952), p. 30,
.,icates that The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pem is a novel
of "tee age of Cooper and Simms.'r RTCbard Chase, in The
 ovel and Its Tradition (Garden City: Doubleday and
Gempe. :— Inc., -17-9-37-),-pp. 12-13, makes a distinction between
toe "e - eance" and the "novel." The novel, says Chase, "renders
realiey closely and in comprehensive detail." It portrays
people le real-life and concentrates more on character than
on act:on or plot. The romance Chase describes as conrerning
itself less with reality and prefering action to plot.
Cease -es, in addieien, .eet "the romance will veer toward
mythic. a2.1egorical, arei symbolistic forme." The Nerrative
of Art -..- Gordon Pvm hes eleeents of both the re-lance end the
nevel. ;t any rate, tne d;:tinction is sight End net drawn
by Pee.
Fetrick tauinn, The Ean Face of adgar Allan ece
(Carbeedele: Southern liiro UnTver 't Press, 195/),1). 32.
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says tn;.t, one source which Fce surely used was Archibald
Duncan's The Mariner's Chronicle (1806). The Mariner's 
Chronicle is a work conta'ning "scores of accounts of
shipwrecks from every conceivable cause aro of the most
unbelievable sufferings of the survivors." Although
1:oKeithan indicates that determining precisely how exten-
sively Pce borrowed from The Mariner's Chronicle is made
difficult by Poe's consistent combining of incidents from
widely separated parts of the work, he does offer passages
from The Mariner's Chronicle which are practically dupli-
cated in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm.
10
McKeithan
finds The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Zam divided into two
well-defined sections: the first relates the story of
the shipwreck, the mutiny, and the suffering and subsequent
rescue of the survivors; the second relates Pym's adven-
tures in the South Seas. It is the first section which
borrows extensively from The Mariner's Chronicle. The
second section relies heavily on Benjamin Morrell's A
Narrative of Four Voyages, To the South Sea, North and
Eouth Pacific Ocean, Indian and Anartic Ocean (1832).
Mcreithan's findings indicate that, as in the case of The
Mariner's Chronicle, lengthy passages in The Narrative Of
Arthur Gordon P7M correspond to passages in Morrel's work.
For instance, says McKeithan, Pym's long dirression on the
7n
-'7). M. McKeithan, "Two Sources of Foe's 'Narrative
of Arthur Gordon Pym,'" University of Te'as Studies in
English, XIII (1933), pp. 116-117.
value of tne Galopago turtle to mariners so c]osely
resembles a similar acccunt in V.orreil's work that
there can be little doubt as to Poe's source.11
J. C. Bailey dds to the list of source materials
for The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym a novel, published
in 1820, by Captain Adam Seaborn entitled Symzonia. In
his novel Seaborn gives the "hollow-earth" theory of John
Cleves Symmes "a utopistic development." The strange
animal found drifting at sea near the Jane Guy, the canoe
adorned with mysterious carvings, and Pym's disappearing
Into the strange, white mist all have parallels in
Symzonia.
12
Keith Huntress believes that Poe drew much of the
action in The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym from R. Thomas
Remarkable Events and Remarkable Shiowrecks (1836).
Huntress reports that Thomas' book was published just a
year before the first installments of The Narrative of
Arthur Gordon Pym and that Fce, as editor of the Southern 
iiterary Mesr:enger, might well have received a copy for
review. Huntress finds a number of passages in Poe's work
which correspond, with only minor changes in spellings
11
Ibid., pp. 126-135.
12J. O. Bailey, "Sources for Poe's Arthur Gordon Pym,
'Hens Ffall,' and Other Pieces," PMIA, vol. 57 (1942),
pp. 513-517. Bailey expins that S:;mmes' "Holiou-eaooh"
theory maintained that the earth is composed of five hollow,
concentric spheres with habitable living space between each.
Furthermore, Cymmes believed the roles to be oren, allowing
the cceans and the sea-creatures passage through mid-earth
from pole to pole.
and punctuation, to Rerv:rkable Events and Fetnarkable 
2hipwrecks.13
Poe's friend J. N. Reynolds headed an expedition
to the Soutn Seas in 1836. Robert Rhea contends that
Poe capitalized on the popular attention drawn to Reynolds
expedition and that he borrowed freely from an address
made by Reynolds late in 1836 and published shortly there-
after. Rhea offers passages from The Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon Pym which closely parallel certain passages in
Reynolds' An Address on the Subject of a Surveying Explor-
ing Expedition to the Pacific Ocean and South Seas. The
passages, for the most part, constitute a history of
exploration in search of a southern continent, beginning
with Captain Cook in 1772 and proceeding through similsr
British and Russian expeditions. Poe, reports Rhea,
carried over from Reynolds' Address some seven hundred
words out of a total of some fifteen hundred in the
origin."I4
All of the studies cited, concerning sources for
The narrative of Arthur Gordon Pym, demonstrate, by offer-
ing lengthy passages, that Poe did not merely depend upon
the varlous sources indicated for factual material, but
13
Keith Huntress, "Another Source for Poe's Narrativeof Arthur Gordon Pym," Americsn Literature, vol. 16 (March,191414), pp. 19-25.
14
Robert Lee Rhea, "Some Observations on Poe'sCriins," University of Texas Studies in EnOlsh, X (July6, 1930), pp. 115-1r43.
•a.
wed. vert57. --.r.ny nu Oreds of liner. The
dl-er ht perr-.1t •:he displey of these
1;;7ht F-e's
, the:7e
tneor:: nract:ce.
rd::.
„ Crdon 
?oe'a to ':.,ffer a
niF c:.tical reviews. e synopsis of The
be ziven her;. .in=71
source fcr this synopsis is ine ::errative of ;,rtnur Gordc'n 
contained witnin Volur7e V of the Nathan Haskell Dole
editi7n Pce'r works (pp. 7-271).
.ThE initial episode in The :-.arrative pf Artnur 
beers little relation to the ma.:or part of the
narra:Lon. Its 'unction is to introduce two of the princi-
rie c-=-a-te--- ard tls friend Augustus Barnard.
Fym eyplains in this epicde tnat he and i'ugustus Barnard
=re t,: scnoolb.:ys The night. .17, a party
a ,.;atain of a wnalIng vessel,
F oji tcy.Inetei. In his inebriated
tne night at the Barnard's.
awa'Kes ahd suggests that
: :310 t hc .
es.7)de of his narrative, Pym des -es
rd aa: 7' 7=arnardis whaler, the
,L.a.rents wT.L not allow this to happen, so Augustus,
13 tb 7c:orrpary his father on a wnaiing expedition
the ..ioutn Sees, contrives a plan to stow Fym in the
:f the 7:ra.7-:s. ,;ug.)stus provides a large box, in
:re - rous 1 nold, amply fitted with all the conveniences
1- ym c7.„;ld want. This beirg done, Pym is smuggled aboard
and the -..grampaz sets sail. The plan was to keep Pym
sEcreted in rne hold until the Grampus was sufficient dis-
-„ance fro. :antucket to pronibit turning back. The plans
nc,wer:(_, and 1-..;mi ent=bed in the bold f_-,r ten
days. - ,7 his perld of entombment Pym suffers f
r:;e cir2scr,ess of the hold and a lack of water. When his
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-uffering reaches frenzy, a wild beast leaps at Pym's
breast, causing him to faint. Upon recovering, Pym dis-
covers the beast to be his faithful dog, Tiger (it is
later disclosed that Augustus, as an afterthought, smuggled
Tiger aboard to keep Pym company).
The plans have gone awry because a number of the
crew mutinied. This mutinous band slaughter a part of the
faithful crew and set the remainder (including Augustus'
father) adrift in a lifeboat. The mutineers then divide
into two factions: one desiring a life of piracy upon the
seas, the other favoring an adventure cruise to the South
Sea Islands. A member of the latter faction, Dirk Peters,
befriends Augustus, and thus his life is spared. The two
factions become hostile towards each other, and Dirk
Peters enlists the aid of Augustus in the event of a clash
between the forces. Augustus seizes this opportunity
to inform Peters of Pym's presence in the hold. Peters
is pleased by the news, for it means another member for
his side, and thus Pym is rescued.
The inevitable clash between the factioned mutineers
comes, at the same time as a horrendous storm at sea. At
the end of the fracas, Pym, Augustus, Peters, and Parker,
a mutineer from the opposing side, a-e the sole survivors
aboard the crippled and half sunken CrEmpus. The four
float for days on the derelict without food or drink.
Parker at last suggests that one of them will have to be
sacrificed for the remaining three. Pym alone is repulsed
e8
by the thought of cannibalism, but at length, realizing
that no other course is open to them, he consents and
lots are drawn. Ironically, Parker, who suggested the
sacrifice, is the victim of the draw. Parker's death is
quickly brought about, and his flesh and blood maintain
the survivors for several more days. They are once more
at the point of death when they capture a sea-turtle
which provides sustenance for a few more days. Augustus
finally dies as a result of exposure and wounds received
during the fight with the opposing faction of mutineers.
This leaves only Pym and Peters aboard the floating hulk.
They manage to exist for a time by eating barnacles scraped
from the bottom of the ship, but at length they prepare
themselves for death. On the twenty-eighth day of the4 r
dereliction, Pym and Peters sight a sail. They are saved
by the crew of the schooner Jane Guy, outfitted for an
exploring cruise
The third
Arthur Gordon Pvm
Pym and Peters as
the Jane Guy. On
treated kindly by
to the southern latitudes.
and final episode of The Narrative of
concerns the adventures encountered by
they travel southward with the crew of
board the schooner, Pym and Peters are
her master, Captain Guy. As the ship
sails south Pym and Peters slowly recuperate from their
weeks of suffering. During the
south of the Cape of Good Hope,
gives an account of the history
passage into the waters
Pym, in a lengthy digression,
of navigation and explcra-
tion in the are, RP well as a discussion of the animal
species inhabitnr- m?ny 1:; te-e :Y c'
9pt9in Goy dircLes Fym his IntentI
• r.t._ .'" • .
‘• •
tion in Antarctic ..,a:ers--beiz:inning with Captain Cook and
continuing t Sritish and :iu'zsian
tne G.]y n7Tin-
ues cr cz)urse. iar,zef. fle.ds
7,f ice, snd 2ccated telcw the
eightieth paral:e: tne crew -- uncver the
remains of a primitive carne. As :ne snip draws near..r
the polar region the c=ren: becomes noticably stronger,
prceeding toward the pole as one rine an hour and causinR
cnsiderable alar. arorr. the crew. Five montns sf-.er nay-
-Inc retrieved Pym and Peters from the sea, the Jare 22.z
comes upon an island inhabited by a black race of pee-Tie.
The natives have the appearance of being friendly so Pym,
Peters, Captain Guy, and several crew members go ashore.
Pym oescribes the phioal features of the island, which
are, indeed, quite unique. The water of the island is
particularly stran;7e. Fym de7cribes it as being made up
Df several coloreO vein - ratner tnan a whole macs of
liquid. The natives orving hospitable, the Jane Guv
remains at the h mnth trading among the rat!ves.
$1‘
ne crew wrJws incauti s because of the friendly nver-
:ures of tne natives anc, consequently, are surprised
a.embuh 1=,nned tne native. Ori Pym ard Peters
arc fL,rce6 to remln in
ioir for several week5, until they can find opportunity
fDr escane. T.c1-7, opportunity presents itself when they
•
•
r TTO, r (.1 l'eterF.
-island by cane. Tney flost witn the current
,uthard Pnd notice the water temperature is becoming
in!creasin;Ily warmer. ,fter several days, they enter a
region where ashy white material floats down frpm the sky.
Their native captive becomes terrified as they proceei
farther south, 3nd the ocean becomes rougher. At last
::eir canoe is rushed into an enormous chasm in which
Ftards a gigantic, shr:uded figure.
Here the story eds. Poe explains that Mr. Pym has
disappeared since givinz the publisher the last few chap-
':erq and expresses the nope that the remainder of his
nrrative will one day be found and published.
J_122lication of the Theory 
Poe lq reviews cf novels display a rigid set of
precepts to w::ch novels coming under his scrutiny
conform. These precepts have been examined in Cht:pter
:7 of this study. The .:srrative of Arthur Gordon Pym will
4 '"
w be 7ub:ected tu the rig,,rs of tnese critical principles.
To WhCfn the Novel Should e i;Ctressed
sh,;:,w% '_:tat.:. II 1.0LIL
1st •
- Tece 77'd
In his review of Harry Lorrequer's
_:e Irish Lrawoon, Poe says that mere
Yet ret.ent scholarshIp has shcwn tbat
zll Probability, ignored his critical nreudioesr
tc the novel as a form of literary art and
atte,..n:d to pen a work wh:c id meet the requirements
pop:ular tastes. It was shortly after a letter fro.:,
putlisher indicated the popular preference for books
:f novel length that the first installments of The Narra-
tive ' Arthur Gordon Pvm appeared.17
Originality
:n Chapter II of this study it has been indicated
tnt nr:ginality and invention are two qualities Poe believed
be essential, yet sadly deficient, in the novel.16
- r
"---'See Chanter II, pp. 57-59.
rrisoh, Wnrks, pp.
- 7
"'Alexander ',3owie, Inc rise of the triericao Novel
,e1.4 Y- rk: American .2,ou,k Compny, -1i27.777
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7,1 his review of The Damsel of Darien, Poe indicates that
_ts author (Willie: Gilmore .;'imms) is guilty of a grievous
-19 In his review
P)e T.hat Tu
Iriginali- ir n.t it would be untrue to
nature.20 In another review Poe defines originalit:; as
being "novel ccimbinations" of familiar ideas.
21 It can
seE—, --en, t .e, 'tne s:n of imItati.:n" -IF a
m, --e- - f degree. ;le bel:eves
Poe, but tnis imitation must be wrought through the "novel
combinations" of familiar ideas. To what extent, then,
does Poe imitate? Several scholarly sources previously
referred to in this study have indicated that Poe relied
heavily on existing :ournals concerning disasters at _ea
and expeditions into tne lower latitudes.22 This, in
itself, would not condemn Poe for a lack of originality,
for he combines a wide range of source materials into a
new entity. However, these same studies indicate that
1 Q
'Harrison, Works, x, 7.). 53.
2°Harr1son, Works, IX, p. 261.
21
Review of Hawthorne's Twice-Told Tales, Harrison,
W7'"1-(S, XI, p. 105.
22,
Tno French Face of Edrar Alan Foe, p. 32.McKeithan, "Two .‘:curces of Poe's 'Narrative of Arthur Gordon
pp. 11u-i7. bailey, 'Sources fur Arthur
Gordon Pym, "Hans Pfeil,' and Other Pieces," pp. 533-517.Huntress, "Another Source for Foe's Narrative of ArthurGordon Pym," pp. 1-25. Rhea, -Some Observations on Foe'sOrigins,' pp. 115-143.
-2 oe freely borrowed entire passages from his sources.
:his oversteps toe limits of imitation set forth by
Poe who, in his review of Joseph Rushbrook, accuses
:ne author, Fre erick s",;Irryat, of plagiarizing two
2haracters from Oliver Twist in order to capitalize on
:ickens' success.
23
Style
It has been noted in Chapter II of this stuoy than
Poe's critical reviews of novels evince a number of consid-
erations concerning the propriety of style and some
specific stylistic devices (see pp. 62-64.) Among these
considerations is the keeping of one's subject constantly
in focus and control. Poe accuses William Bird (in his
review of Bird's novel The Hawks of Hawk-Hollow) of contin-
ually hovering around and about his subject.24 Poe can
be found guilty of this same hovering quality. Though the
subject of his narrative is the adventures and suffering
of Pym and company during their voyage to the South Seas,
Poe indulges himself in frequent and lengthy digressions
which have little or no immediate relevance to the subject
of the book. Among these digressions are: 8 seven page
account of the nistory of exploration in the antartic
23..
srrison, Works, X, p. 200.
24
Horrison, Works, VIII, p. re.
regions;25 a discussion of the val,ie of the Galapago
turtle to mariners;
26 and an account of the islands and
animal life in the area immediately south of the Cape
of Gooa Hope.27
In Chanter
Decorum
PP- 64-65, of this study it is
reported that Poe justifies the depiction of the macabre
only when this depiction pertains incontrovertibly to
the denouement of the story. It would seem that the
mere recording cf Augustus' death, and the comment that
his death was ghastly, would have served the narration
as well as Poe's revolting description of the scene:
It :Augustus' corpse] was then loathsome beyond
expression, and so far decayed that, as Peters
attempted to lift it, an entire leg came off in his
grasp. As tne m_ss of putrefication slipped over
the vessel's side into the water, the glare of
phosphoric light with which it was surrounded plainly
discovered to us seven or eight large sharks, the
clashing of whose horrible teeth, as their prey was
torn to pieces among them, i.ght have been heard
at the distance of a mile.20
25Dole, Works, V, pp. 165-192.
26to1e, Wprk, V, pp. 149-152.
27Dole, Works, V, pp, 170-17C*. Among the specific
stylistic devices for which Poe expresses a dislike is
Allegory (see Chapter II, p. 63). Fstrick Quinn, in nis
article "Poe's Imaginary Voyage," Hudson Review, IV (Febru-
ary, 1955), P. 73, says that Pvm's narrative has a double-
level of meaning: one arn tbtt plane of reality, and one on
the plane of dreams. While it is true that Fym's narrative
at times seems to enter the world of dreams, it is not a
subliminal plane of meaning, as in allegory, but a differ-
ent level of perception.
2e Dole, Works, V, pp. 158-159.
strcri-ly ob:ects vuir3ritie:7 lan,7ua t7c,
..•L•te7: -; corde7InIrg oaths FUCh SF "da7:n." (See Chaper
-harscter
'
Ler. of H8wk-*712w,
":-.iimms) hes crrtc in
s ch;iracter, Hyland, who, by tne book's ent, proves
--,conqstert with him.=elf.3° ine same might well be said
one cf Foe's characters, Dirk Peters. Early in the
nr,rrntive Peters is a -nember of the bloodthirsty cook's
f2action sf the mutineers (it is the cook who slaughtern
7.ost of tne loyal crew memters,)'
-11
but, by the time Pym
and Feters are rescued by the Jere Guy, Peters has nrc)ved
so indispensable to Pym's safety that the mutiny is never
2'.-.-
o.., ,,e, Works, V • -• _, lo;••
- f-,
---- 7:- .7--,n, '%-,rks, VIII. p. 71.
--,
','::-.rkF, 7, p. 62.
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7neht13ned and Peters is treated, aboard the :ane Cuv, wIth
.111 the f: artes.: e En unf:;rtunate w:entleman p2ucked
3f niss charat:ers, bctb tchoolb:.)ys, are cn-
istert with reeL-life becase they speak with the elo-
7Lerce
11,
-)"
“J •
:t sec-17
fle cr
cnE as
t::Et tw- England zonoc1-
bo7s would te occime Intoxicad at a Party
of one of their fa7hers. tym rarrates, in the episc6e
ooncerning the ,riel, that "one night there was a p:arty
at Mr. Barnard's, ad both Augustus and myself were rot
a little intoxicated toward the close of it.. In this
sere episode art7ner inconsistency in character is revealed:
Fyn- owns the s17:p Ariel, yet, "knew little about the
32
Dole, Wtrks, V , p. 169.
31H3rrisch, Works, VIII, p. 93.
- rks, V, p. 24.
V, p. 12.
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manac,emert of a and was now depending ertirel-: on
the nautical skill . . Ehis] 
friend." 
Poe does or, • cnrcicai m:-)ver:ent
as long as this moverr.ent can be found to be essential to
the whole of tne -tlry (see 7hanter II, pp. bo-b7). On
.7d'Yeurc%;:. reions, ans a percd of
prc,lonced sea. ;:itncut the broad rlovement
through time and T:ace The :;arrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm
would be stripne:'. :f its substance.
Truth in Fiction
Poe, in his review of Bulwer's hien7i, The Last of
the Tribunes, says tnat fiction frequently enhances "His-
toric Truth," giving it "spirit and vitality," at the same
time that "Truth itself, in many a doll and lumbering
Archive, shall be found guilt - of all the inefficiency of
Ficticn."37 Poe a..:plieEs this principle in The Narrative 
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- Dole,  V, r. 14. In passing, it may be said
that Poe lacks a tn.prough acquaintance with sailboats,
which manifests itself in improbability: the Ariel's mast
is carried away, leaving her "under the jib only." (p. 17)
A sloop has bu:. e mast: thus, if it were carried away
the jib wouid f; well.
p. 221.
'
'Ye
Arthur C.  ?vm. It h been ind],cated in aq ear -1€.7-.
section of this cnaper (see p. 92) that Poe relid heav-
concerrinr
•
7.c., thes tok. powerc
imagination have selected ard combined elements from
these docurlents, ar7d added to them the fictional account
- f
r
Veris:7i_itude
in his review of :7obirson Cruse, Foe says that
:efce achieves verfsimilitude by util17irg "the faculty of
identification--t.na7 dominion exercised by volition over
maginaticn wnicn enobles tne mind to lose its own, in a
ficticious ind1viduality."38 In another review (Lambert
Wilmer's The Confessions of Emilia Harrington), Poe says
that the author ach?eves verisimilitude by losing "sight
of himself in his theme, and,. . . [identifying] his own
thoughts and feelings with the thoughts and feelings of
ficticious existences.u39 It can be seer that Poe has
attempted to achieve verisimilitude in the manner sug-
gested in his critical reviews. He has cloaked the entire
fiction in the guise of a supposed factual account Given
:5
- Harric-n, ?orks, VIII, p. 17O.
-
1:arricon, Work', VIII, pp. 234-L3.
oye ;rthur Gordon p7,1.140
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Py so doing, Poe has divor-
cod nself completely from the work, and the pseudo-
si:thor. Arthur Gordon Pym, is able to identify, with all
fIctL.-.7ious charcters.
?lot
Although Poe's comments concerning the proper hand-
ii' plot are r-any (see Cna.)ter II, pp. 73-76), ne has
beer. 511(wil to prefer, in long worlls of fiction, a more
stric-.y narrative form. In his review cf Bulwer's Night 
and 1.'..orninR, Poe says that if an artist persists in writ-
ing long works "he must content himself, perforce, with a
more simply and more rigidly narrative form."41 And, in
nis review of Marryat's JaseDh Rushbrook, Poe says that
"comment, in the author's own person," is a useful tool
to tne novelist. "It is far better to have a dearth of
incident, with skilful observation upon it, that the
utmost variety of event without. .
11142 In this principle,
more than any other, Poe is consistent in practice. The
Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm is, throughout, the tale of
a single, omnicient narrator. And, disguised as Arthur
" Dole, Works, V, pp. 7-9.
'41 •
' Harrison, Works, X, pp. 120-123.
H.7:rrir.7on, Works, X, pp. 20:1-202.
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Gord_n Pym, Poe is able to make frequent observations
upon the various incidents.
Several of the critical precepts set forth by Poe
in hi' critia revIews of noveLs suffer from disregard
in his own attept at the novel, The Narrative of Arthur 
Gordon Pym --in particular, those dealing with the proper
audience for the novel, the importance of originality,
style, decorum, and characterization. These inconsisten-
cies are in themselves interesting, but they by no means
lessen the impertance of his critical theory. Poe, after
all, wrote forty-three critical reviews of novels, and
only one novel. Had Poe written a number of novels
displaying the same inconsistencies between theory and
practice, one might begin to suspect his theory of tc'nuous-
ness. But Poe's one novel, inconsistent with his theory,
can only fortify the knowledge that Poe held the novel
in low esteem.
•
•
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CONCLUSION
While Edgar _lan Poe's literary criticism has been
widely examined relative to poetry and the short story, his
criticism of the novel has been largely neglected. This
investigation has necessarily taken a broad approacn in
tracing the development of Poe's critical position regard-
ing the novel. This broad approach has disclosed some
interesting insights.
Poe, through the entire range of nis literary endea-
vors, has shown himself to be a curious blend of Neoclassi-
cist and Romantic. His penchant for rule making, as
evinced by the body of critical material written durThg his
career as a journalist, would seem to make Poe the inheri-
tor of a literary tradition which, in recent years, has
come to be known as Neoclassicism. In his "Philosophy of
Composition," for exer:ple, Poe instructs that the proper
method for constructing a poem is to firs; determine the
appropriate length (one-hundred lines), secondly to consider
the desired effect, thirdly to decide upon the tone, and
so on.1 For Poe there is no "spontaneous overflow of power-
ful feelings." There is, instead, a rigid, controlled
metnoc. Poe's critical reviews of novels, too, display a
1
Hsrrison, Works, XIV, 7. 197.
/0 ....AIM* P. • .4•41perith nkr...11•••••••••••••• +W. •• 41.-.11.1 •
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set of rules for the construction of a long piece. Yet,
in the midst of these rules, there is tne reuellious
spirit of the Romantic, expressing a loathing for imita-
tion, and de772ndinr, oricinality in all works. Furthermore,
Poe's subject matter exhibits the daring of the Romantic:
the death of a beautiful woman, premature burial, madness.
This study has revealed that, despite the fact that
he wrote a number of critical reviews on the subject, and
attempted the for-r. himself, Poe considered the novel to be
an inferior form of art. As a poet and a tale writer Poe
was concerned witn the unity derived from effect, and was
convinced that this, the most important aspect of poetry
and fiction, was possible only in short works. Thus, when
Foe finds a novel worthy of merit it is on the basis of
its component parts rather than as a unified whole. In
addition, Poe finds the simple, narrative form of the
novel preferable to the novel of plot. Plot, believes
Poe, when forced to thread a course through the many inci-
dents and characters in a novel can only become over-
complex and overstrained. Interestingly enough, his own
attempt at the novel, The Narrative of Arthur Gordon Pvm,
consists of three major episodes and is a simple narrative
The justification for Poe's criticism of the novel
being neglected is slight: Poe's prejudices against works
of novel length are well known, and the novels he reviewed
are, today, all but unknown. Yet Poe's criticism of the
novel, found in his critical reviews, constitutes a
iC3
-ema:kable body of material: The reviews themselves
demonstrate Poe's exceptional wit and shrewd, analyti-
cal approach; and, while Pee expressed no theory of
the n2vel per se, a theory can be inferred from the
critical statements contained within his reviews. This
theory defines the province of the novel (the novel
should be a picture of real life) and demands that the
novel address itself to readers cf sophisticated tastes;
it expresses an abhcrrance for allegory and requires
originality in theme and characterization, while condemn-
ing the needless depiction of the grotesque and vulgar.
The theory also requires that characters be consistent
and life-like, decries the wanton neglect of the unities
of time and place, and expresses the belief that the
combination of fact with fiction produces the most vital
truths. In addition, the theory suggests that verisimili-
tude is best achieved by the author's identifying himself
with his fictionalized existences and suggests that the
narrative novel is preferable to the novel of plot.
Poe's tneory of the novel does not manifest itself
wholly consistent in practice. The Narrative of Arthur
Gordon Pvm disobeys many of his critical precepts. However,
reputation is that of a critic, not a novelist. As
rich, his criticis-, of the novel presents an interesting
-rea for research.
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